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ABSTRACT 
I l Y 3 5 -  
A volunteer adult male was confined to a three mom experimental chamber 
br five months. A program of activities, controlled by automatic equipnent, 
permitted the subject to engage in a particular sequence of activities. The terminal 
parts of the sequence allowed the subject to engage in more reinforcing activities 
and to choose among a greater selection of activities, Behavioral requirements in 
several activities were manipulated during the experiment. Performance changes 
were recorded in terms of frequency of selection of activities, duration of activities, 
and other quantitative and nonquantitative measures. 
The effects o f  some of the short-term manipulations in the conditions of the 
environment were observed on behaviors both closely and distantly related b the 
behavior being manipulated. 
The effects o f  prolonged social isolation and confinement resulted in the 
development of progressive behavior struin, which ultimately led to h e  termination 
of the experiment. These effects were described quantitatively in performance changes 
in many behaviors. pp7fWJ 
INTRODUCTION 
The experimental analysis of animal behavior has shown o rapid development 
during the past twenty-five years. This development has been based in large measure 
upon improvements in the techniques which permit more precise specification of 
behavior and i t s  consequences. It has also been based upon the traditional freedom 
found in the animal laboratory to examine variables over a wide range, through 
a long time course, and under well controlled conditions. On the other hand, 
restrictive cultural traditions and the lack of appropriate techniques have long 
combined to l imit the experimental control found in the human laboratory. 
Thus many important human behaviors have not yet been subject to experimental 
analysis, and frequently those behaviors which are brought under experimental 
control can be observed only for a brief period of time. A further common 
difficulty in the human area i s  the frequent necessity of examining one particular 
behavior without having control or adequate measurement of related behaviors. 
These general impediments to a richer experimental analysis of human behavior wi l l  
not be overcome quickly or easily. In the recent past, however, a growing number 
of investigators have employed the principles and techniques generated in the animal 
laboratory for a renewed attack upon several long-standing problem areas in human 
behavior. Specific areas in which these techniques have been applied include 
the experimental analysis of emotionally disturbed adults (e.g. Lindsley, 1956; 
lssacs, Thomas, and Goldiamond, 1960; and Holz, Azrin, and Ayllon, 1963), and 
emotionally disturbed children (e.g. Fenter and Dekyer, 1962; Wolf, Mees, and 
Risley, 1963), and also some more delimited problem areas such as stuttering behavior 
(Flanagan, Goldiamond, and Azrin, 1958). In addition, the principles developed in 
the animal laboratory have been employed in more basic research with normal adults 
and children (Long, 1959; Bijou, 1958; Weiner, 1962; Zimmerman and Baydan, 1963; 
Holland, 1958). 
The present research i s  a continuation of this new laboratory approach with 
special emphasis placed upon the basic methodological problems of establishing and 
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maintaining continuous experimental control over the human subject. The particular 
problems of interest here were, first, to determine the feasibility of organizing a 
large number of contingencies which specify most of the behavioral repertoire of 
a human subject in a closed experimental environment; second, to explore the 
possibility of maintaining such experimental control for a sufficient period of time 
to permit the measurement of long-term changes in performance; and, finatly, to 
determine the feasibility of obtaining functional relationships as a result of specific 
manipulations in the conditions of the environment. 
A number o f  studies of man in special closed laboratory environments have 
already been reported in connection with simulated space flight and confinement 
problems (e.g. Gmdsky, 1963; Burns, 1959; Bums and Gifbrd, 1961; Burns and 
Ziegler, 1960; Welch, 1961; Steinkamp et al, 1959; Hauty, 1958; Adams and Chiles, 
1960 and 1961). These studies have generated important data with respect to 
effective work-rest cycles, loss of accuracy in time estimation, decrements in 
accuracy on monitoring tasks, internal cabin arrangements for stimulus displays and 
controls, and other variables related to special environment and performance problems. 
However, some of the more general problems concerning the measurement, 
analysis, and control of human behavior have not been thoroughly explored in these 
studies because of their applied obiectives, their relatively short duration, and the 
absence, in most cases, of precise specification and manipulation of the stimulus 
conditions under which behaviors may or may not occur, and the specific consequences 
of those behaviors. Indeed, the precise specification and manipulation of the 
contingencies between an organism's behavior and i ts  consequences has perhaps been 
the key to the success of current basic research in the experimental analysis of 
behavior . 
The work to be reported here also involved the use of a closed experimental 
environment. However, the objectives of this research were the exploration of more 
basic problems in the analysis, measurement, and control of human behavior. 
To achieve this obiective, the principles and techniques developed in the animal 
laboratory were incorporated into the design of the experimental environment to be 
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described here, Specifically, the techniques developed by Skinner (1938) and many 
others, of automattcally programming requfrements or contingencies by which specified 
behaviors of  the organism produce given changes in the environment, were of principle 
concern here. Another important technique of the animal laboratory that i s  closely 
related to the specification of contingencies is that of placing behavior under stimulus 
conttol. This i s  accomplished by a more complex use of contingencies so that particular 
behaviors w i l l  have given consequences, but only under specific stimulus conditions. 
Thus by the elaboration of contingencies and the use of appropriate stimulus control 
procedures, it has been possible to develop quite complex sequences of behavior in 
the animal laboratory. A further development of  the animal laboratory of importance 
here i s  the use of 24 hour or continuous experimental environments (Skinner and Morse, 
1958; Findley, 1959). These continuous environments allow for the measurement of 
many behaviors that would not be possible otherwise. With these procedures, pedbnnance 
changes in different behaviors, as well as their interactions, can be studied (Hanson 
and Witoslawski, 1959; Reynolds, 1961; Findley, 1962). In summary, then, the 
techniques of the animal laboratory, that is, the specification of contingencies, the 
stimulus control of behavior, the organization of complex sequences of  behavior, and 
the use of the continuous experimental environment al l  combine to provide, in 
principle, most of the elements employed here br the design of an experimental 
environment b r  human research. 
Building upon the techniques and principles of the animal laboratory, an 
experimental environment for human research was constructed, which provided b r  
the maintenance of a single individual. Although the design of an environment for 
a single individual placed severe restrictions upon the quality of the environment in 
terms of the resulting social isolation, an attempt )o design a research environment for 
two or more individuals without having first examined the problems of experimental 
control and measurement for one individual appecrred premature. 
The environment finally decided upon was similar in overall character to 
that of an efficiency apartment, but different in important respects. The environment 
differed fundamentally from a normal environment in that the opportunities br various 
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kinds of activities were available only as specifically provided for by the behavioral 
program. The apartment itself consisted of three moms: a main mom, a special work 
mom, and a toilet, Access to the rooms and to the particular facilities in each was 
programmed in detail, M o s t  of the important behaviors of normal living, ranging 
from toilet operations and exercise to creative work and other rewarding activities, 
were incorporated into the program. t h i s  program not only provided a specific organi- 
zation to the activities that were available to the subject, but also brought these 
behaviors under stimulus control . For example, sleeping was brought under control 
by having the bed electrically locked against the wall until the opportunity for sleep 
became available in the program, Since a l l  other activities were under similar 
stimulus control, they were not available during Sleep. The Sleep activity was 
terminated by the subject by replacing the bed in the locked position. This, then, 
made the opportunity for certain other behaviors available. Automatic equipment 
outside the experimental environment made possible the measurement of frequency, 
duration, and other properties of behavior associated with a given activity. 
Upon completion of the design and instrumentation of this environment, 
an experiment of unscheduled duration was begun with a volunteer human subiect, 
in order to examine the degree of experimental control and measurement made possible 
by the environment. After several weeks it was clear that the environment was quite 
livable in spite o f  the social isolation and confinement, and that the environment 
provided good control and measurement of behavior. The experiment was continued in 
an effort to document performance changes as a function of the duration of the 
experiment, and to examine the effects of certain short-term manipulations in the 
environment. 
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METHOD 
?he general methodology presented here includes: a description of the 
experimental chamber, the details of the behavioral programs, the method of data 
recording and daily management of the experiment, a description of the experimental 
subiect, the preliminary test, and the experiment proper. 
The Experimental Chamber 
The chamber was composed of three interconnected rooms, fabricated from 
commercially available sections normally used in the construction of large, walk-in 
refrigerators. The general arrangement provided for one large room 11' x 1 1' inside, 
and two smaller mi 5' x 5' each. Al l  three moms were 8' in height. This chamber 
i s  illustrated in Figure 1, with a notation of the furnishings and facilities in each room. 
The rooms were separately air conditioned, with the temperature maintained at 75 degrees 
Fahrenheit, except In the Sleep activity, during which the temperature wos maintained 
at 70 degrem. Fresh air input was obtained from outside the laboratory building within 
which the chamber was housed. Sound attenuation from the outside of the chamber b 
the inside provided for a reasonable sound reduction, except for unusually loud or high 
frequency laboratory noises. The inside of the chamber was constantly illuminated by 
fluorescent lighttng, except durlng special parts of the behavioral program in which the 
lights were extinguished. 
Although the inside walls of the chamber were lined with stainless steel, the 
use of a blue-green rug, some walnut accessories, and color highlights In appropriate 
places combined with the black Micarto control panels to achieve an interesting and 
decorative atmosphere. As shown In Figure 1, the center room served as the main 
living area, containing a collapsible bunk, a general purpose table and chairs, an 
automatic device for storing and dispensing hot and cold foods, and one comfortable 
lounge chair. b a t e d  on one wall were two recessed drawers, access to which was 
controlled by electrical locks. One dmwet contained raw materials for hobby activittes, 
and the other drawer contained fresh clothes and toilet supplies br use in conjunction 
with the toilet operations. A metal bar suspended from the center of the room was 
attached tu a load cell and wus used to obtain the subiect's weight. Also located in 
the center room was an auimatic record selection device (a modified commercial iuke 
box) and i t s  associated speaker. Equfpnent for programming two kinds of physical 
exercise, and seveml remotely controlled electrical outlets, which were made operative 
at specific times in the program, in addition to several appliances, such as an electric 
toaster-oven, vacuum cleaner, and immersion heater, were also provided in the chamber. 
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Above the two drawers a master control panel was mounted which contained lighted 
push buttons which sewed to i n b n  the subiect of the particular activities of the 
program which were available br selection at that time and which activities could be 
selected at a later time. Located on the wall opposite the bed was a second control 
panel (referred to os the auxiliary panel) that contained several devices and indicator 
lights which functioned in relation to specific activities in the program. For example, 
a thermocouple was attached to th is  panel, with a mouth probe by which the subject 
registered his body temperature. There was also a device mounted on this panel for 
dispensing cigarettes, Another device automatically delivered problem boxes, which 
wem small cardboard boxes containing objects or written problems; other counters 
and indicators, such as standby lights, were also located on the auxiliary panel. 
Access to the two rooms adioining the center mom was normally prevented by the 
doors, which w r e  kept closed and locked, and would permit admittance only during 
certain portions of the program. For example, entrance to the small wok mom could 
occur in conjunction wiih three dierent programmed activities. A teletype machine, 
a device for automatically exposing and advancing reading material, a control panel 
b r  a tracking device, several counters, and indicator lights were located inside t h i s  
mom. 
The other small mom contained a shower, commode, basin, sun lamp, electric 
shaver, drinking water source, and an activity selection box by means of which the 
subject could activate the various facilities within the mom. Access to the drawer 
which contained toilet articles and access to the full use of h e  facilities within the 
toilet was limited to an activity termed TO (Toilet Operations). Another activity, 
termed LTO (Limited Toilet Operations) provided for access to the commode fbcility 
only. 
closed circuit TV cameras, and in tb work mom by means of a third camera. It was 
also possible to monitor the subject in the center mom by means of an intercom system 
which picked up most noises and speech sounds that the subiect might emit. Also located 
in the center mom was a button connected to a large horn on the outside of the chamber, 
The subject could be observed visually in the center mom by means of two 
- a -  
which the subject could operate in case of emergency. The main mom also contained 
a fire extinguisher. 
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The Behavioral Program 
The general character of the behavioral program used in this experiment i s  
that of a behavioral "chain" in which a sequence of activities i s  programmed in such 
a way that the consequence or reinforcement for the completion of one activity i s  the 
opportunity to engage in the bllowing, usually more reinforcing activities in the 
"chain" (Findley, 1962). The special features of this program were that the various 
activities were performed one at a time, that is, they were mutually exclusive, and 
the subject proceeded through the total pmgram at his own pace by satisfying the 
specific requirements associated with each activity. The activities were mutually 
exclusive because they were either physically impossible or impractical except when 
the occasion was provided for by the program. A visual display of these activities 
and their sequential arrangement were presented to the subject by means of the main 
control panel, as shown in Figure 2. Table I presents a l i s t  of the abbreviations, the 
full names, and a brief description of a l l  the activities in the program. Each activity 
was associated with a specific illuminated push button which w a s  normally green, 
indicating that the activity was currently in the program and would become available 
during the trip, Completion of a given activity, for example, Physical Exercise, 
switched the illumination from green to red on the next push button in the program 
sequence, the Food One (FDl) activity, indicating that selection of this activity was 
now possible. After FD1 was selected, all push buttons became green. When FD1 
was completed, WKI (Wok Task One), SLP (Sleep), and WK2 (Work Task Two) were 
illminafed red, hdicoting that one of these activities could now be selected, and to on, 
In the first five activities there was no choice in the selection of activities 
(unless the bypass switch was illuminated below the push button, permitting the subject 
to bypass that activity). When the subject reached the 6th, 7th, and 8th activity 
groups, a number of options were permitted. That is, selection of one activity was 
permitted out of three possible choices in the 6th and 7th Activity Groups. In the 
8th Activity Group four selections were normally permitted from the eight activities. 
Summing up, then, the completion of the first five activities permitted the 
selection of one of the three activities in the 6th Activity Group. The selection and 
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Fig 2. Main control panel containing push buttons that could be 
illuminated red or green. Each button i s  labeled with the 
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TABLE I 
Abbreviation of Activity Full Name of Activity 
L.T.0, 
5, FDl 
6. Activity Group 
WK 1 
s LP 
WK2 
7 ,  Activity Gmup 
P e l .  
V.Be 
M.B. 
8, Activity Group 
FD2 
FD3 
MU 
V.C e 
REQ. 
P.M. 
O.C. 
VIS 0 
CIG. 
Limited Toilet Operations 
Toilet Operations 
Flight Duration 
Weigh t-Tem perature 
Physica I Exerc is 
Food One (Light Snack) 
Work Task One 
Work Task Two 
Sleep 
Programmed Instruction 
Verbal Behavior 
Manual Behavior 
Food Two (Dessert) 
Food Three (Maior Meal) 
Music 
Variable Consequence 
Requisitions 
Power Maintenance 
Oral Communication 
Visitors 
Cigarettes 
- 12 - 
Brief DesctiPtion of Activity 
Use of commode in toilet at any time 
Use of a l l  hcilities in toilet and 
Select flight-extend or flight-reduce 
Use of ceiling bar then mouth 
Press buttons on lighted boxes, then 
Two selections from food dispenser 
T.O. drawer 
temperature probe 
pull weights 
Tracking task in work mom 
Bunk unlocks from wall 
Problem box 
Use of reading machine in work room 
Use of teletype machine in work morn 
Use of art supplies, M. B . drawer 
One selection from food dispenser 
Three selections from food dispenser 
Earn record selections 
Earn delayed delivery of variable 
E m  delayed delivery of requisitions 
Operate heavy foot switch 
Earn de layed de I ivery of intercom 
conversation 
Not in program 
Earn cigarettes from dispenser 
consequence 
I 
1 
I 
completion of Sleep in the 6th Activity Group returned the subject to the first activity. 
Alternatively, the selection and completion of either of the other two activities in the 
6th Activity Group permitted the selection of one of the three activities in the 7th 
Activity Group, and the selection and completion of one of the activities in the 7th 
Activity *up p.nnitted the sekction of a fixed number of activities in the 8th 
Activity Gmup. After canpletfon of the 8th Activity Gmup, the pmgmm autamatically 
returned to the first activity, Progressing throu& the first five activities and then 
sehcting the sleep o p t h  in the 6th Activity Group WCII called a sleep Trip, while 
working through the bll pmgrom was called a Wake Trip, Sleep T r i p  and Wake Trip, 
are shown in Figure 2 by the dotted liner, 
that the sequence of activities pro(ltessed from those which wuld prrpbably not be 
maintained without explicit pbgmmmd consequences (exercises, wight and t e m p e ~ ~ r e  
recording, and work tasks) to those which provided more immediate or substantial 
reinkrcements wing, food, music), The first activity in the program, the TO 
(Toilet Operations) activity, was on exception to th is design. In this activity a number 
of prepamtory behavion were pennitted, such as showering, changing clothes, shaving, 
etc, The specific querrce  of octivities in the p q m m  with a detailed description of 
each i s  presented below, 
T.O. (Toilet Opemtionr) 
The avemll arrungement of the octivities as illustrafed in Figure 2 was such 
Following either completiw of a period of sleep or the fulfillment of the 
entire programr there vtms a bur minute delay before the subject could enter TO. 
This permitted the tecbnicians to p h n  any necessary actions, fot example, data 
recording, checking the fibod supply, etc. The subject entered TO by depressl~ the 
TO button on the main selection panel. This action released the electrical lock on the 
door to the toilet, d i n g  all the kcilities within available, and unlocked h TO 
drawer in the main mom, 
The facilities of the toilet inaluded a shower, a basin, a separate hsh b i n k i q  
water source, o sun lamp, and an dectrlc shover, a l l  of which were activated by 
witches in the toilet, In addltion, the toilet contained a commode and a urine greetmen 
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collection tube, 
The drawer in the main mom contained fresh toilet articles, such as tooth 
paste, soap, towels, clean clothes, fresh linens, and cleaning supplies such as 
scouring powder, metal polish, garbage bags, etc,, for the chamber, A vacuum 
cleaner in the main coom could be used during TO, The subject's clothes consisted 
of shorts, tee shirts, slocks, socks, a sweater, and sneakers, The toilet articles and 
cleaning supplies were replaced as they were used. The clothes were replaced when the 
subject returned he soiled clothes via the TO dmwerr There was a small note pad and 
pencil with which the subiect could write "TO Requests" for such items as minor medical 
items, matches, and toilet articles which normally were not in the drawer. For these 
items the subject was not required to go thrwgh the formal requisition procedure 
(described below), This drawer was also used for the placement of ma l l  items into the 
chamber in connection with other aspects of the program. In addition, communications 
related to the feedback br the V e k l  Behavior activity in the program were ploced 
in sealed envelopes and sent in through this drawer, 
To obtain a geneml measure of overall physical activity the subject wore two 
actorneters, one on his wrist and one on his ankle, He was asked to record the readings 
from these during every TO and LTO, and to write al l  the readings for one trip on 
a card and send the cad  out during each TO, No minimum time requirement was 
specified for TO, The procedures b end this part of the program were the docking 
of the bathroom door and the closing of the TO drawer. Data recorded for TO included 
&e time spent in th9 nctivityi n !!st of the materials used fmm the drawer, and a 
notation of the facilities used in the bathroom and main room, 
LTO (Limited Toilet Operations) 
LTO was available to the subject at a l l  times, whether he was in the main room 
or the work mom. Depression of an LTO button in the work room unlocked the work 
mom door. Depression of the LTO button on the main selection panel (Figure 2) 
unlocked the door to the toilet and extinguished the lights in the center m. 
Only the commode could be used by the subject at th is  time, To end the LTO and to 
resume an activity in the center mom it was necessary only to relock the door to the 
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toilet, To resume an activity in the work room the subject returned to this mom and 
relocked the door from the inslde, 
FD (Flight Duration) 
After the completion of the TO activity the subject could enter the Flight 
Duration (FD) activity by depressing the FD push button on the main control panel. 
The subject was then required to indicate his current attitude to the environment by 
means of a forced choice response. Two indicators on the auxiliary panel were labeled 
"Reduce Flight" and "Extend Flight," The subiect was required to depress one of the two 
push buttons associated with these indicators, His choice then registered on an add- 
subtract counter, which was located on the auxiliary panel. Prior to the beginning of 
the experiment, the subject had been instructed that the duration of the experiment would 
be under the control of the experimenters, but that the FD record would be considered 
along with other determining factors in the continuation or termination of the experiment. 
W-T (Weigh t-Tern perature) 
Depression of the Weight-Temperature (W-T) button on the main selection panel 
activated an electronic weight recorder outside the chamber and turned on the "Weight" 
indicator light on the modifier panel. The subject was required b suspend his full 
weight from a bar near the ceiling for appmximately 20 seconds, hanging as motionless 
as posstble, The bar was connected to a load cell. After the weight had been pmpetly 
recorded, the "Temperature" light on the modlfier panel came on, indicating that the 
weighing activity was completed, The subject WQS then required to place a heat- 
sensitive probe (attached to the modifier panel) into his mouth for 20 seconds, 
The electrical changes in the probe were carried b an electronic thermometer and 
recorder, When the "Temperature" light on the modifier panel was extinguished, the 
subject was set up fot the next activity. 
PE (Physical Exercise) 
At the completion of W-T, the subject could push the Physical Exercise (PE) 
button on the main selection panel, which activated the first of  a two-part PE program, 
In the PEl activity the subject was required to move rapidly about the room from one 
light and button to another, That is, the subiect wus required b push the button 
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corresponding to one of the five lights located around the room (see Figure 1) within 
maximum and minimum time intervals in order to extinguish the light "correctly," 
Errors resulted when the subject pushed a button too soon or too late, Al l  responses 
extinguished the corresponding light and mndomly activated one of the five lights, 
If a response was within the correct time interval the subject received a one-second 
buzzer. This process continued until the subject had produced a predetermined number 
of buzzers, 
The completion of PEl automatically moved the program into the second phase 
of the PE activity, PE2, which consisted of the use of a weight and cable device for 
chest and arm exercises, Inside the chamber there were two hand grips attached by 
cables to two fifteen pound weights outside the chamber, These grips had to be 
pulled to their upper limits and released to their lower limits a predetermined number 
of times, When the requirements had been met in both PEl and PE2, the program 
automatically was set up for the next activity. 
FDl (Snacks) 
After completing TO, FD, W-T, and PE, the subject was permitted his first 
option in the chain of activities, in the Food One (FDl) activity. That is, throughout 
the entire experiment the bypass switch was available for FDl (Figure 2), and the 
subject could skip this activity by pressing the bypass switch. The standard diets for 
FDl, FD2, and FD3 are shown in Table II, After selecting FD1 the subiect was 
pemitted two selections from an automatic vending machine from compartments 
rer?fq!t!!w FDl foods. Thg cubmatic vending michine was divided into hot i n d  ca!d 
sections, and food was dispensed by operation of an associated push button, An 
electric oven and an immersion heater, operated from a controlled electric outlet, 
were available for the subject's use during the Food programs, A cup and saucer, 
dinner plate, glass, silverware, and small glass coffee pot were also provided for him. 
When the subject pushed an "End FD" button he was automatically set up for the 
next activity. 
W K I  (Work Task One) 
After completion of FDl, the subject continued the program by selecting one 
of the three alternatives in Activity Group 6. If he selected WK 1, the door to the work 
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TABLE II 
STANDARD DIET AVAILABLE FROM FOOD DISPENSER 
Cold Side 
1, Coffee and tea 
2, Milk and butter 
3, Cereal 
4. Fresh Fruit 
FD2 (Desserts) 
Cold Side Only 
1, Coke or fruit juice 
2, Variety of desserts (pie, Cake, or candy) 
FD3 (Main Meal) 
Cold Side 
1 Salad 
2, Milk 
3. Cold sandwiches 
4, Bread and butter 
5. Coffee and tea 
(2 slices) or waffles 
6,  Eggs (2) 
Hot Side 
50 SOUP 
6. Ham and egg or bacon and egg 
7, Waffles or bread (2 slices) 
casseroles 
Hot Side 
7. Soup 1 and crackers 
8, Soup 2 and crackers 
9, Tasty Troy 
10, Casseroles 
11, Hot sandwich 
12, Canned meal 
Note: Salt, pepper, sugar, Pream, crackers, mustard, ketchup, and mayonnaise 
were supplied with appropriate items in each compartment, Silverware and 
dishes were available at all times. 
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mom wos unlocked, The subject then locked the door from the inside to activate the 
tracking task activity, A display on the control panel contained a circle with a 
diameter of four inches, and a pointer which oscillated within a 56 degree arc, 
This pointer moved ten degrees per second. The depresston of a push button reversed 
the direction of movement of the needle, The subject was required to keep the pointer 
centered within plus or minus one graduation on the dial of the tmcking device for one 
second in order to obtain points on a cumulative counter, When the pointer was 
centered pmperly, a light was illuminated. When the subject had obtained 150 points 
and remained in the activity a minimum of 30 minutes, the task was completed and the 
subject could emerge from the work room and lock the door from the outside, thereby 
setting the occasion for the selection of one activity in Activity Group 7, 
SLP (Sleep) 
If the subiect selected SLEEP rather than WK 1 or WK2, he depressed the SLP 
button on the main selection panel, The bed was unlocked, the temperature of the 
chamber was lowered from 75 to 70 degrees, power was provided to an outlet near the 
bed for an electric blanket, and the overhead fluorescent lights were turned off ten 
minutes later, The subject was free to sleep as long as he desired, although a 30 minute 
minimum time in the Sleep activity was required, To end this activity the subject 
returned the bed to the locked position. When this occurred, the lights came on, and, 
after a four minute delay, the program was returned to the first activity (TO). 
WK2 (Work Task TWO) 
If  the subject selected Work ?ab T w  QS the desired alfematlve t~ WKl or 
Sleep, he could then obtain a box containing a problem from a dispenser located on the 
auxiliary panel, Selecting WK2 also activated a 30 minute minimum timer, WK2 was 
designed to be a work task which required intellectual, clerical, and/or manual 
behaviors, Specific directions were furnished to the subject within each problem box, 
and he was instructed to follow these directions in completing the problem, The problem 
boxes were varied in content and required the use of a number of skil ls, The type of 
problems with which the subject was presented included the following: numerical and 
mathematical problems, mechanical problems, geometric design problems, and verbal 
problems (classifying words, defining scientific terms, etc,), Other problem areas 
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which were used included military history, political philosophy, economics, geog~phy, 
astronomy, and chess. Although the problems involved in the WK2 activity were 
probably of m e  intellectual w instructional value, t h i s  activity was basically designed 
to pmvide a regular work activity which could be repeated several times per day, 
After the required minimum time had been satisfied and the problem box was retuned to 
the dispenser in the auxiliary panel, the program was automatically set up for Activity 
G m p  7 ,  
PI (Programmed Instruction) 
After selecting and completing one of the two work tasks in Activity Gmup 6, 
the subject could select one of three activities in Activity Group 7 -0 Rogrammed 
Instruction, Verbal Behavior, or Manual Behavior. If the subject selected fhgrammed 
Instruction (PI), he wus required to enter the work mom and lock the door, He could 
then read material that had been preselected by the experimenters on a reading machine. 
The reading material was pasted on long r o l l s  of paper. Each time the subject pushed 
an advance button, the paper was advanced one and one half inches, This material 
appeared before the subiect in a 12 x 8 inch window in the reading machine, 
The material included a wide range of categories, varying from technical subjects such 
as electronics, astronomy, history, etc., to light reading such as novels and short 
stories. The subject was normally engaged in reading several kinds of material 
concurrently. The material was so arranged that a variety in content and interest level 
would usually be covered within a single PI selection. This activity was designed to 
be p:irnc:t!y edewtional it: nature, and the whiect cwtd =& or mswer questftons 
pertaining to the reading material by using the teletype machine, Questions for the 
subject to answer and answers to his questions were pmgrammed on the reading machine. 
PI was completed when the subject had remained in the activity for a minimum of 
30 minutes, and when he had operated the advance button a predetermined number of 
times, When these requirements had been met, depression of an "End PI" button 
released the lock inside the work room and deactivated the reading and teletype machines. 
When the subject locked the work mom door from the outside, he automatically set up 
Activity Group 8, 
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MB (Manual Behavior) 
The second alternothe in Activfty Group 7 was Manual Behavior (MB). 
Manual Behavior was essentially a hobby activity, during which the sublect wos provided 
with a variety of raw materials. Depression of the MB button on the main selection 
panel unlocked the MB drawer, in which the following items were stored: crayons, 
modeling clay, X-acto cutting tools, o i l  paints, turpentine, linseed oil, clean rags, 
sheets of canvas paper for painting, sketch paper, colored chalk, an eraser, paper, 
pencil, and water for cleaning. He was allowed to keep completed projects in the 
chamber i f  he so desired. Depression of the MB selection button also activated a 
30 minute minimum timer. MB was completed when the timer had timed out, and when 
the subject closed the MB drawer, thereby setting up Activity Gmup 80 
V6 (Verbal Behavior) 
The third alternative in Activity Group 7 was Verbal Behavior (VB). 
After selecting VB, the subject entered the work room and locked the door from the 
inside. He could then use the teletype machine located in the work room. He w a s  
free to type out any material he desired, and he could comment, for example, on the 
nature of the experiment, on his part in it, on his attitudes and feelings, his plans 
for the fbture, etc. The subject was required to remain in this activity a minimum of 
30 minutes, and hod to accumulate 20 points. Points were earned at variable intervals, 
but only i f  the subject was operating the teletype machine., A cumulative counter 
on the work mom panel indicated the number of points accumulated. The subject could 
e!eet not $9 send the materk! to the teletype receiver outsida the chamber by depressing 
a "privacy switch." Private or confidential material could be typed in thk manner and 
left in an envelope in the TO drawer for the senior investigators. Some feedback was 
occasionally provided for this activity in the form of return messages in the TO drawer. 
When the subject had satisfied the 30 minute minimum required time and had accumulated 
the minimum number of points, he could end the activity by pushing an "End VB" button 
on the control panel. After locking the work mom door from the outside he was 
automatically set up for Activity Group 8. 
When the subject entemd Activity Group 8 he was permifted to select several 
(usually four) activities from a choice of eight. 
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FD2 (Dessert) 
In the FD2 program, the foods  (see Table II) were dispensed from the auiomatic 
vending machine. The subject was brmitted one bod selection in the fD2 activity. 
After making his selection, he could ptess an "End FD" button, wbich automatically 
set up another choice in Activity Gmup 8 if he had not already selected the allotted 
four activities. If FD2 was his fourth selection, he would be automatically returned, 
after a four minute delay, to the beginning of the program, the TO activity. This 
sequence of events pertained to al l  activities in Activity Group 8. 
FD3 (Major Meal) 
In the Food Three (FD3) program several types of main meals were available 
(see Table 11). Some changes in these foods occurred from time to time as the result of 
minor variations by the supplier. The subiect could obtain these foods, as in the other 
two food programs, h m  either the hot or cold sides of the dispenser where the FD3 
compartments were located. The subject was permitted three selections in FD3, after 
which he could press the "End FD" button to terminate the FD3 activity. 
MU (Music) 
When the subject selected Music by depressing the MU button in the 8th 
Activity Group, he w u s  then required to complete a predetermined number of responses 
for each record on a push bution located on the auxiliary panel. Associated with the 
button was an indicator panel showing the number of records the subject had currently 
accumulated. This number was set at a maximum of five. Completing the required 
number of responses earned an additional recard. h k i n g  a se!ection fmm one nf the 
100 possible record choices reduced the number accumulated by one. Earned records 
could be played either during the Music activity or during any other activity in the 
center room. The available music selections varied from country music to classical 
music. Typically the number of earned records required was five, with a response cost 
of 25 responses per record. After five records were earned, the activity was automatically 
terminated. 
Delayed Reinforcements 
Three delayed reinforcement activities were provided for the subject. When 
a delayed reinforcement activity was selected, the subject was required to emit a fixed 
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number of responses on the auxiliary panel. A particular delayed reinforcement was 
earned when the activity was selected a fixed number of times. After the subject had 
earned the delayed reinforcement, an indicator light was automatically illuminated. 
Following a delay of perhaps severdl days, the earned consequence WuId be delivered 
after the Cdhpletioh of the 7th Activity Group. The delayed reinfbrcements were 
divided into three broad cdtegories: Requisitions, Oral Communications, and 
Variable Consequences. These are described below, In none of these categories did 
the subject know precisely what the reintbrcement would be. 
VC (Variable Consequences) 
Variable Consequences (VC) was designed to provide the subject with an 
unknown consequence, the nature of which was controlled entirely by the experimenters. 
The consequence could be one which was either positively reinforcing, e.g., the 
delivery of a tape recorder; or the consequence could be aversive, e,g., the restriction 
of food to banana flavored food pellets, milk, and oranges for several days. Some VC's 
could not be described as being either clearly positively or negatively reinbrcing, e.gOr 
the introduction of a clock into the chamber. In addition, the duration of the VC 
was not revealed to the subject. 
OC (Oral Communications) 
Oral Communications (OC) was a reward which was accomplished by allowing 
the subject to talk, via the intercom system, with individuals selected by the experimenters, 
for a period of approximately 30 to 40 minutes. Delivery of t h i s  reinforcement was, of 
course, dependent upt i  the =&et earning on era! Cmmunication by selecting OC 
the required number of times. Conversations during OC were structured away from 
dates, current events, or any content which would disturb the progress of the experiment. 
VIS (Visitors) 
This activity was normally not available for selection by the subject, It was 
made available for a few hours near the end of the experiment, but was never selected. 
PM (Power Maintenance) 
This activity was an avoidance response in which the subject was required to 
operate a heavy foot switch in order to prevent a power failure within the chamber. 
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A cumulative counter on the modifier panel advanced one count each time the pmgmm 
entered Activity Group 8. When the counter reached 25, the power failure occurred, 
The subject had to reset this counter before it reached 25 to prevent the power failure, 
which consisted of the extinguishing of the lights in the center mom, and a suspension 
of a l l  activities for a five hour period. The selection of PM and the operation of the 
foot switch for a total of fifty responses completed the PA4 activity and reset the 
cumulative counter, 
CIG (Cigarettes) 
After selecting the Cigatette (CIG) activity the subject was required to 
operate a push button on the auxiliary panel a predetermined number of times for each 
cigarette. In addition, Q predetermined number of cigarettes had to be earned with 
each selection of the Cigarette activity. Cigarettes were automatically delivered 
individually as they were earned. Typically, the number of responses required per 
cigarette was 25 and the number of cigarettes required per selection of the activity 
was ten. Various brands of cigarettes were delivered to provide some variety for the 
subiect, 
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Data Recording and Daily Management 
Frequency, duration, and other performance measures for each activity were 
obtained from event counters, cumulative time counters, cumulative event recorders, 
multiple event recorders, weight recorders, and other automatic devices in addition 
to the intercom and closed circuit TV systems located outside the chamber, 
The programming of events within the chamber, including the working of a l l  
e!ectrical-mec)lcmical devices, illumination levels, door !cxks, electrical outlets, 
etc., w a s  controlled by programming circuits built around relays, timers, predetermining 
counters, and special purpose devices. During the course of the experiment, technicians 
worked eight hour shifts around the clock. Only one technician was necessary per 
shift, and the technician recorded the data and performed a l l  the other operations 
necessary br the maintenance of the experiment. The technicians were also responsible 
for the management of the food supplies, restocking the TO drawer, preparation of 
materials for delayed reinforcements (for example, the projection of movies), as well 
as the description of any special events. The day to day conduct of the experiment, 
therefore, was readily handled by only one technician. Manipulations in experimental 
conditions, the preparation of PI and W materials, the selection of the specific 
delayed reinforcers, etc,, were pre-arranged by the experimenters, The automatic 
recording of results and the continuous monitoring of the subject by visual displays, 
the TV cameras, and the intercom system permitted very close contact with the subject's 
moment to moment performance. 
I 
I 
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Experimental Subject 
The subject in the present experiment was Whflden P. Breen, Jr., age 34 years, 
Mt, Breen joined the laboratory staff approximately one year before the beginning of the 
experiment, His initial interests were in serving as an experimental subject and/or as 
a research assistant with the project, Following a period of assistance in the construction 
and preparation of the experimental chamber, Mr. Breen wos selected to be a test 
subject oh the basis of pre!!dnory phy~kal, psychological and psychidtric examinations, 
and his desire to conkibute k behavioral science in this particular wy .  
&. Breen was born on December 11, 1927, in Bitmirigham, Alaboma. 
He received his A.B. degree in History ftom the University of Alabama in 1955, and 
completed a year of post-graduate wok in History toward an M.A. degree in 1961 , 
Mr, Breen i s  married, h a s  served as an officer in the U .S Amy, has taught Social 
Studies and Physical Education in the Alabama Public School system, and has had a 
variety of employment experiences in the business world. 
I 
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Re1 iminary Training 
Mr. Breen entered the experimental chamber for a preliminary training period 
of three days to acquaint him further with the behavioral program and the living 
conditions of the chamber. This preliminary training period also was employed to 
test and refine procedural techniques for the experimenters and assistants, and also to 
assist the experimenters in making some decisions concerning the response and minimum 
time requirements for several activities to be used In the experiment proper. The 
preliminary test of the environment indicated the feasibility of proceeding with the 
experiment. Following a two week period of further preparation, Mr. Breen entered 
the chamber for an indefinite period. 
- 26 
The Experiment h p e r  
In the experiment proper, the initial behavioral requirements for each activity 
were determined partly by the results of the preliminary training session and partly on 
the basis of intuitive judgments as well as by some practical considerations, Thus the 
minimum time requirements for the weight and temperature activities were determined 
by the characteristics of the recording devices. The minimum time and response 
:equ!mrnents associcted wit): W K  I ,  V!K2, and PI, VB, and .M were arranged k produce 
work periods of approximately one hour for each activity. The number o f  selections 
possible in Activity Group 8 was set at a value of four as a best estimate in order to 
permit access to food, cigarettes, music, and a delayed reinforcement in each Wake 
Trip without permitting excessive accumulation of any of these reinforcements. 
In the case of the delayed reinforcements, practical considerations required that 
these activities be maintained at low frequency levels, and therefore the response 
requirements were set relatively high, The number of responses required per selection 
for VC, OC, and REQ was set at 200,200, and 50 respectively, and the number of 
selections requited for delayed delivery of the reinforcements was set at 15, 5, and 5 
respectively. The initial settings on the PE activity (not included in the preliminary 
training) were arbitrary, During the course of the first few trips, several values were 
explored bebre selecting a value which produced a vigorous and sufficiently sustained 
exercise period, 
During the five months, or 152 days, In which AAr. Breen remained in the 
c'imkr,  Q number of procedural i.ianlpletionr were made by the exprimenten, 
The subiect's behavior also resulted in some changes in the form of the introduction 
of new materials and special events, In addition, a few temporary apparatus difficulties 
occurred during the experiment. Performance changes were related to the duration of 
the social isolation and confinement conditions of the experiment and to the effects of 
the specific environmental changes referred to here, The details of these environmental 
changes and manipulations w i l l  be presented in the Results and Discussion section as 
the performance in each activity i s  described individually, 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The data wil l  be discussed as they are presented. First, an overall view of 
some of the maior changes throughout the five month course o f  the experiment, as 
expressed in the distribution of percent times the subject spent in the different groups 
of activities, wi l l  be given, Following this broad overview, a more detailed analysis 
of prfarmance changes withIn individual activities w;!! be presented. !n addition, 
the effects of specific manipulations in the program as they affected one or more 
activities wil l  also be presented. At the end of the section describing performance 
changes within the individual activities, additional data wil l  be presented that was 
gathered from behaviors that were not a formal part of the program, for example, 
dancing, requests for medical needs, various complaints, and general observations. 
Figure 3 presents a group of curves summarizing the percent times that the 
subject spent in each main section of the program, plotted for the entire experiment. 
This figure shows some of the general findings of the experiment. Many of the 
fluctuations in these curves are related to special effects that w i l l  be described as the 
activities are treated individually. 
Examination of the percent time spent in Sleep (Figure 3-A) reveals very 
little, i f  any, systematic change in the percent time measure, indicating that the 
subject suffered no undue sleep loss nor did he sleep excessively, on the average, 
throughout the experiment, However, measures of duration and frequency of sleep 
showed certain systematic changes, ~ i i d  these w i l l  be piasented subssquent!y. The sharp 
drop in percent sleep time at Point A (the period between days 35 and 45), represents 
a period in which wide fluctuation in wake-sleep cycles occurred, This drop suggests 
considerable loss of sleep during this period. It was during this time, however, that 
the subject took a number of unauthorized "naps, " particularly during the TO activity, 
and this partially offset the loss of sleep suggested in the percent sleep curve. 
In general, then, the subject spent approximately one third of his time in the Sleep 
activity over the course of the experiment, 
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Figure 3-8 presents the percent time the subject spent in the TO (Toilet 
Operations) activity. One of the maior effects of the experiment 1s described by this 
curve. The percent time that the subject spent in this activity gradually rose from an 
initial value of approximately 10 percent to a final value of approximately 25 percent. 
This rise in percent time in TO is  not related to any increase in the time spent sleeping 
in TO, with the exception of Point B in this figure, which i s  closely related to Point A 
in the percent sleep curve. The general trend of a systematic rise in percent time in 
TO was not compensated for by a general fall in percent time spent in the Sleep 
activity. The increase in the amount o f  time that the subject spent in the TO activity, 
the first member in the chain of activities, strongly suggests an effect related to 
behavioral "strain" observed in other experimental procedures (Ferster and Skinner, 
1957). The significance of this effect in the present experiment i s  not related only 
to the absolute rise in time in TO, but is, in addition, related to the particular 
compensatory shifts in percent time in other parts of the program. More specifically, 
this rise in percent time in TO was most closely related to a systematic decrement in 
percent time in the 7th Activity Group, that is, Programmed Instruction, Verbal 
Behavior and Manual Behavior, as shown in Figure 3=C. No other group of activities 
showed a systematic fall in percent time in compensation for the rise in percent time 
in TO. In general, the 7th Activity Group represented intellectual and creative 
activities, while those of TO reflected preparatory behaviors and bodily maintenance 
activities prior to entering the program. This finding of the rise in TO time and the 
dec!ing in time spent in Activity Group 7, wi l l  be amplified as the activities are treated 
ind iv idua I l y . 
The percent time that the subject spent in Work Tasks 1 and 2 combined i s  
shown in Figure 3-D. The percent time in the two activities combined remained 
relatively stable throughout the experiment, although certain Systematic fluctuations 
between these two activities did occur which w i l l  be shown in the results for the 
individua I activities. 
The percent time spent in activities 2 through 5 (Flight Duration, Weight- 
Temperature, Physical Exercise, and FDl) i s  combined in Figure 3-E. The percent 
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time spent in these combined activities remained relatively low and stable during the 
experiment except for a final rise attributed to the FDl activity. 
Figure 3-F shows the percent time spent in a l l  the activities In Activity Group 8 
combined. These activities were the terminal members of the behavioral chain, and 
provided important reinforcements for the subject. The percent time spent in Activity 
Group 8 remained low and stable throughout the entire experiment, except for the 
period from approximately days 45 to 85. It was dutlng this period that a cigarette 
experiment, which wil l  be described later, was in effect, and the rise in percent time 
i s  accounted for by the large response requirements and the resulting pausing behavior, 
particularly during the Cigarette activity. Changes in performance in earlier members 
of the behavior program were not reflected as changes in percent time in the reinforcing 
activities at the end of the program. 
Figure 3-G presents the percent time spent in the period of time between the 
end of one activity and the beginning of the next. These are labeled as the percent time 
"between activities." The percent time spent in these parts of the program showed no 
systematic trends. The high value br  th is  curve may be accounted for by the high 
frequency of i t s  occurrence. That is, before and after every activity, some time wil l  
accumulate for this measure, and this curve does not, therefore, reflect undue pausing 
between activities. As the experiment progressed and the subject showed progressive 
strain, decrements in performance were revealed not by increasing latencies before 
entering into activities, but these decrements were revealed in performance changes 
wifhin activifks, =me of which hwe already been shawn in the TO nctivity and Tr! 
Activity Group 7. 
TO (Toilet Operations) 
The Toilet Operations (TO) activity was the first activity in the program, that 
is, the first activity in any trip. A trip was terminated when the subject left the Sleep 
activity and returned to the TO activity, or, alternatively, when the subject completed 
the entire program through Activity Group 8, and then returned to the beginning of the 
program. Therefore, the TO activity followed either the completion of Sleep or the 
completion of the full program. Figure 3-A showed the gradual increase in the percent 
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time spent in the TO activity, and Figure 4 now divides the time in TO into i t s  
component parts, that is, the TO'S that preceded the selection of sleep versus the 
TO'S that preceded the completion of the full program, The ordinate presents the 
amount of time spent in TO by hours. The upper curve presents the rising total time 
spent in TO for wake trips and sleep trips combined, the middle curve for wake trips 
only, and the lower curve for sleep trips only. A clear separation in functions i s  
apparent. The s!ep cwve failed to change tpkmatical ly during the experiment. 
The behavior of the subject was normally under good stimulus control in that 
activities which could occur outside their prescribed location in the program generally 
did not occur elsewhere in the program. However, the subject did sleep on the floor 
of the chamber during the TO activity at various times during the experiment. 
The cumulative frequency with which the subject was observed sleeping on the floor 
in other activities (predominantly in TO) i s  shown in Figure 5. This behavior occurred 
principally in the period between days 35 and 45. 
In Figure 4 the early rise in total TO time at Area A i s  accounted for by the 
rise in TO time for wake trips only, which, in tun, i s  related to a temporary breakdown 
in stimulus control, with the subject sleeping frequently in this activity at this time, 
Taking this effect into consideration, the total time in TO can be seen to rise gradually 
throughout the entire experiment and i s  almost entirely the result of a parallel rise in 
TO time in those trips in which the subject subsequently proceeded into the full 
program, that is, the Wake Trips, The increasing TO time for Wake Trips i s  perhaps 
best accounted fe: in terms of the consequences ef extesting the full pregrem. Thclt is, 
a decline in the reintorcing properties of the full program or i t s  parts would generate 
the kind of pausing or strain seen here. This kind of effect has already been reported 
in the research literature at lower animal levels (Findley, 1962). 
The rise in TO time was not related to changes in behavior concerned with 
the maintenance of bodily needs or care of the chamber. This was shown by an examination 
of the frequency with which the subject used the various facilities available during TO 
(Figures 6, 7, 8, and 9),  No progressive effects of any kind were noted with respect to 
the use of the shower facility, which was used approximately once per day, nor with 
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respect to the basin facility, which was used approximately three times per day. 
The frequency with which the subject used the electric shaver (Figure 6) increased 
from less than once per day to approximately one and one-half times per day. 
This increase followed the introduction of a clock inb the environment, and may be 
related to the stabilizing effect of the clock on the subiect's wake-sleep cycles 
(described below). Prior to this time, no external cues for the passage of time were 
available to the subject. Other effects of the introduction of the clock wi l l  be 
described below. 
In the f i rst  ten days of the experiment, the sun lamp facility was used 
kequently (Figure 7), but thereafter it was selected at a considerably lower rate, and 
this low rate was  maintained throughout. No precise explanation for this can be given. 
This effect might be related to the absence of any discriminable consequences for 
becomming suntanned in this environment . 
The fresh drinking water facility was selected at a high, stable rate during the 
initial 40 days of the experiment (Figure 8). The frequency then declined to low levels 
and occurred very rarely in the terminal stages of the experiment. On day 121, the 
subject reported to the experimenters that he was obtaining his drinking water from the 
basin rather than from the drinking facility, and had been doing this for some time. 
His reason was that in his opinion the water from the drinking source had lost i t s  
quality and had become rusty. No detectable change in the quality of the drinking 
water, howeverr could be observed by the experimenters, who also obtained drinking 
water for their own consumption from the same cooling source. In addition, the subject 
expressed some question about the possible introduction of drugs into the water from 
the &Inking facility, although no drugs were actually introduced. 
The subject used the vacuum cleaner during the TO activity at a low and 
somewhot declining rote throughout the experiment (Figure 9). At Point A, a complete 
depression of the rote can be observed. It was during this time that the percent time 
spent in Activity Group 8 increased noticeably, as shown earlier. During this period 
the response cost requirements for cigarettes were at their highest values. It seemed 
most reasonable to account for the disruption in the use of the vacuum cleaning facility 
- 3 9 -  
in tens of the concurrent experimental manipulations in the cigarette activity, although 
the precise mechanism by which this relationship would be established cannot be 
described at this time. A number o f  other effects of the cigarette experiment w i l l  be 
described subsequently. 
It i s  clear, therefore, that the increase in time spent in the TO activity 
cannot be based on an increase in the frequency of use of the facilities available during 
TO. Visual observation of the subject through the use of the closed circuit TV monitoring 
system revealed that the rise in TO time was more readily accounted for by the 
emergence of time-consuming behaviors in the TO activity, h r  example, excessive 
sitting, resting, pacing, and general "milling" about. 
Sufficient duta on the activity level of the subject i s  not available for 
presentation, since the subject failed to report his actometer readings on a regular 
basis after the f i rst  few weeks of the experiment. This was probably related to the 
absence of any programmed consequences for reporting these readings. 
Several of the less quantitative results associated with the TO activity, for 
example, the frequency of somatic complaints and requests for medical supplies, wi l l  
be presented in a subsequent section. 
FD (Flight Duration) 
During the course of the entire experiment the subject selected the flight- 
extend button a total of 459 times, and selected the flight-reduce button a total of 
six timet, The few reduce-fligh? " r e ~ p n t e t ~ "  which had no direct effect on the 
duration of the experiment, showed no cumulative trend, and were probably related to 
transient emotional states in the subject. For example, a flight-reduce response 
followed the increase in response requirements for the Physical Exercise activity, 
which wi l l  be described further below. In general, the predominant selection of the 
flight-extend response throughout the experiment, and the absence of a single flight- 
reduce response in the last 19 days of the experiment, stands in sharp contrast to many 
other quantitative and non-quantitative indications of accumulating performance 
decrements and behavioral strain to be presented in this paper. 
. 40 - 
W-T (Weight-Temperature) 
The subject completed several trips per 24 hour period, and an indication of 
daily weight was obtained by plotting the mean of a l l  the readings per day, excluding 
any unreliable readings resulting from excessive movement by the subiect on the celling 
bar , 
Figure 1 1  presents the weight of the subject for the entire experiment and 
reveals that the total weight gains and losses over the entire experiment remained 
within o range of approximately 10 pounds. This rapid decline in body weight was 
probably based in part upon the sudden change in the subiect's daily diet, and, in 
addition, to the regular and vigorous PE activity, This period of rapid decline in body 
weight over the first 25 days was related to the acquisition stage of the PEl activity 
in which many errors occurred. After approximately day 25, the subiect's accuracy on 
the exercise tasks had reached stable levels. Although there were m e  fluctuations 
from day to day, the subject's body weight remained quite stable from days 30 through 
105 to 110, A final trend in body weight was seen as a small but consistent weight 
increase beginning at approximately Point A, with the subject's body weight rising 
from about 181 to 185 pounds, and remaining at that level until the end of the 
experiment, This rise in body weight during the latter part of the experiment was most 
closely related to changes in the PE pmgram. That is, the subject w a s  permitted to 
bypass the PE activity frequently, as w i l l  be described, and, in addition, the other 
requirements in the activity were reduced, ?he rim In body weight fia!!n~lng ! h e  
changes was delayed by approximately ten days. On day 121, the subject was given 
a 24 hour "vacation" which w i l l  also be discussed in detail subsequently, After this 
vacation the general quality of the food was improved for the remainder of the experiment. 
The rise in body weight to the level of about 185-6 pounds occurred prior to this 
improvement in food and should, therefore, probably be attributed to the reduction in 
frequency and difficulty of the PE activity. 
Following the weighing procedure, the subject was required to take his oral 
temperature by inserting the probe inio his mouth for 20 seconds. Apparatus difficulties 
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associated with this activity resulted in the loss of confidence in the measure, and so 
th is data wil l not be presented. ?he subject, however, continued to complate this 
aspect o f  the program throughout the experiment, in spite of the measurement problems 
being encountered by the experimenters. 
PE (Physical Exercise) 
Figure 12 presents a plot of the cumulative frequency with which the subiect 
selected the PE activity. From the beginning of the experiment until day 87, the bypass 
switch for the PE activity was not available, except during brief periods of apparatus 
difficulty (Point A). On day 83, Point B, the required number of correct responses for 
PEl was doubled from 50 to 100, and the response requirement for PE2 was also doubled 
from 20 to 40. Prior to th is  time the frequency of selection was highly stable, since 
the PE bypass switch was not available and the activity was required in each trip. 
When the response requirements were doubled, the subject emitted many verbal 
complaints about the change that had been made. On day 87, Point C, the subject 
made one of his rare flight-reduce selections in the FD activity. Later in the same 
trip, the subject entered the PE activity, and during PEl he accused the experimenters 
of manipulating the time requirements for the activity without the usual notification. 
A short time later in the activity, following further verbal agitation, the subject 
violently threw one of his chairs across the room. At this point the PE bypass switch 
was operated by the experimenters, and the subject was automatically moved into the 
next activity In the p g g m .  In ddition, the experimenters made the PE bypass 
switch available to the subject for use in subsequent trips, as indicated by Area D. 
Within the next five days, during which time these conditions remained in effect, the 
subject bypassed the PE activity on every occasion except one. On day 91, the response 
requirements were reduced from 100 to 25 responses* In addition, a change was made 
in the temporal boundaries for the PEl activity. Specifically, the subject now had to 
press the button associated with the illuminated pilot light after one second had elapsed, 
but not after two seconds had elapsed. Prior to that time, the same one second 
interval had been in effect, but the subject had to press the button a minimum of two 
seconds after the light had come on, but not later than three seconds. Therefore, 
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on day 91, PEl was considerably more challenging in the sense that the minimum 
possible travel time from one light to the other (including the time required ta locate 
which of the five lights was on), was probably being approached, although the 
reduction in the correct response requirements to 25 substantially reduced the total 
effort required in PE1. Following these changes on day 91, the subject began 
selecting the PE activity again, The response requirements for PEl were further reduced 
to 20 on day 94. After the subiect's rate of selection of PE had resumed, the bypass 
switch was again removed from this activity. On day 112, Point E, as the delayed 
reinforcement for an earned requisition, the bypass switch was made available again 
after two complete trips through the program per 24 hours. From this point until the 
end of the experiment, the rate at which the subject selected the PE activity was fairly 
stable, but substantially lower than the rate during the first 90 days of the experiment. 
Performance with respect to percent errors in PEI i s  presented in Figure 13. 
Erron in which the subject responded too quickly or too slowly were combined for this 
figure. The temporal boundaries f6r the PE1 activity were stabilized on day 4. 
PE1 was removed ftom the program becouse of apparatus difficulties at Point A. In the 
f i rst 21 days the subject made many errors in PEl with considerable variability in 
performance. This period corresponds to the period of rapid loss of body weight shown 
earlier. Observation of the subject over the closed circuit TV system indicated that 
he tried numerous variations in procedure with respect to the PEl activity, and this 
presumably accounted br much sf &kg variability. During th is  perid the subject 
frequently complained about the lack of stability in the PEl task, although no changes 
were actually being made. After day 30 the task essentially had been mastered by 
the subject in terms of accuracy, and he was observed to have adopted a consistent 
response pattern. During the activity he gave the appearance of a skilled tennis 
player bounding about a tennis court. 
At Point A the response requirements were reduced to 25 and the temporal 
boundaries were made more severe. The percent errors increased greatly, but there 
were no observed emotional effects, and, although the subject had the bypass switch 
available during t h i s  time, the activity was selected regularly. Therefore, the emotional 
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effects observed earlier, when the PEl response requirements were doubled, were 
determined primarily by the increase in the number of response requirements and not 
by a deterioration in accuracy. On day 115 the temporal boundaries were altered in 
two ways. The minimum response time was raised from one second to one and one-half 
seconds, the the maximum response time was raised from two seconds to three seconds, 
giving a "safe" p e r i d  af one and one-half seconds over the sar!Ier safe period of one 
second, This change i s  noted at Point C, The effect o f  these changes on the percent 
error performance in PEl was indicated by considerable improvement in performance. 
During the latter phase of the experiment, therefore, the PEI activity had been made 
considerably less vigorous and challenging in terms of the response requirements, in 
addition to the availability of the PE bypass switch. 
PE2 was much less difficult for the subject, and his performance in this part 
of the PE activity was generally uneventful throughout the experiment. In general, 
the PEl  and PE2 activities maintained the subject in good physical condition during 
the experiment. 
FD1 (Snacks) 
Food One (FD1) was the f irst activity in the pmgrom in which the subject 
could obtain food, Figure 14 (top panel) presents the cumulative frequency with which 
the subject selected FDl throughout the experiment. Although he could always bypass 
the activity, the rate of selection was relatively high and quite stable throughout. 
However, an exmImt!m ef &e duration of time spefit In FD? rwea!ed a consistent 
increase, particularly in the latter third of the experiment. This increase in the amount 
of time spent in FDl suggested an effect parallel to that found with respect to the TO 
activity. Since FDl preceded the selection of either the Sleep activity or the full 
progmm, a further analysis of the FD1 duration measure was made in terms of Sleep 
Trips versus Wake Trips. This data i s  presented in Figure 15, which shows the mean 
duration for FDl b r  Sleep Trips versus Wake Trips. The mean duration for FD1 prior 
to entering the full program showed a gradual rise, particularly in the later parts of 
the experiment, On the other hand, the mean duration of FD1 prior to selection of the 
Sleep activity was generally lower, although some long durations occurred near the end 
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Fig 14. Cumulative frequency of selection of FD1, (top panel) FD2, 
(middle panel) and FD3 (lower panel) for entire experiment. 
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of the experiment. This parallel effect in FDl 
was made for the TO data, namely, that rising 
and TO suggests the same analysis that 
durations, particularly during wake 
trips, are probably best accounted 6r in terms of pausing or straining generated by the 
weakening reinforcing properties of later activities in the pro3ram . 
From time to time the subject expressed some dissatisfaction with the food. 
The frequency of occurrence of these food complaints w i l l  b~ presented in Q later section. 
SLP (Sleep) 
After the subject completed the FD1 activity he could then select one of three 
options in Activity Group 6. These three choices were WK 1, WK2, and Sleep, 
Figure 3 4  showed that the percent time the subject spent in the Sleep activity 
revealed no consistent trend throughout the experiment. Some fluctuations in the percent 
sleep time were noted, but no overall marked sleep loss or deprivation nor excessive 
sleep was observed. The following datu wi l l  present a more detailed analysis of some 
other aspects of performance in the Sleep activity. These performance changes involve 
more subtle changes in this activity, that is, shifts in the relative wake-sleep cycles, 
duration of the period, mean duration of sleep, and frequency of sleep. 
Figure 16 presents a histogram showing the duration of each wake and each 
sleep period. The top panel of this figure reveals that the subject's initial wake-sleep 
cycles were quite variable. During this time there were numerous wake periods in 
excess of 30 hours, and many sleep periods from 10 to 15 hours in duration. In addition, 
considerable variah!! ity In wake-deep dumtknr can be observed. 
On day 49 of the experiment an electric clock was introduced into the chamber 
as a delayed reinforcement for an earned Variable Consequence. The clock remained in 
the chamber for 73 days. As shown in the middle panel of Figure 16, the introduction 
of this clock substantially reduced the number of occasicns on which the subject 
remained awcke for excessive periods of time, and reduced the variability of the wake 
and sleep cycles. During the initial period in which the C!OG!< was absent, Ohs subject 
had been most likely unable to discsimimts low long he had been asleep or awake, as 
indicated by his occasional comments to this effect. The clock was removed for 15 
days, and then returned for the duoofion of the experiment, os shown in the lower 
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panel of Figure 16. Some slight disruption of the wake-sleep cycles may be observed, 
and although the subiect expressed his dissatisfaction at the loss of the clock, the 
erratic wake-sleep patterns seen prior to the introduction of the clock did not return. 
The effect of the clock, therefore, was found not to be reversible. This lack of 
reversibility may be related to the relatively short period for which the clock was 
removed to other unknown varkbles. 
During the latter phases of the experiment when few excessive wake periods 
occurred the subject made frequent comments indicating his feelings of fatigue, in 
contrast to the absence of such comments during the earlier period when many extreme 
wake durations Occurred. 
The addition of a consecutive wake time and sleep time defines a ''period" 
for the subiect. 134 such periods (or "days" for the subject) occurred during the 152 
days of the experiment. The duration of these periods i s  plotted in Figure 17. 
The horizontal line intersecting the middle of the figure indicates what would be a 
"normal" 24 hour period. Ptior to the introduction of the clock, the periods were 
quite high and variable. After the clock was introduced, the variability and duration 
of the periods was gradually reduced. In addition, several very short periods emerged 
while the clock was present. These shorter periods became more frequent as the 
experiment progressed independent of the presence or absence of the clock. 
In general, a progressive decline in the period can be observed throughout the 
experiment from initial levels considerably in excess of 24 hours to final levels we!! 
below 24 hours. 
In terms of the real time of day, the time that the subject selected the Sleep 
activity was independent of the outside envimnment. Instead, the subject selected 
Sleep as a function of the events within his own environment. When the clock was 
introduced into the chamber, the subject did not enter the Sleep activity at any 
particular time of day, but instead, continued to enter the Sleep activity at varying 
times around the clock . 
Although the period of the subject was changing throughout the experiment, 
the net amount of sleep in terms of percent time remained generafly stable, as shown 
earlier. However, subtle changes in the frequency and duration of sleep occurred. 
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Figure 18 presents the frequency of selection of the Sleep activity (Sleep Trips), the 
mean duration of the Sleep activity, and the frequency of Wake Trips for the duration 
of the experiment. The figure indicates that the frequency of entering the Sleep 
activity increased, while the mean duration of sleep decreased over the course of the 
experiment. Thus, although there was no systematic loss or gain in net sleep time, 
the subiect slept more frequently but for shorter durations. It i s  interesting to speculate 
that the increased frequency of entering the Sleep activity and the declining frequency 
of wake trips may be related in patf to the use of the Sleep activity as a possible 
"avoidance" response based on the declining reinforcing properties of some activities 
in the full program. Point A in the mean sleep duration curve in the figure was related 
in part to the high variability in the periodicity of the subject, and also to the increased 
frequency of sleeping outside of the Sleep activity, as shown earlier. It i s  possible, 
however, that some real but temporary sleep loss may have occurred at this time. 
WK1 and WK2 
The two work tasks, WK 1 (tracking) and WK2 (problem boxes), served as 
alternotives to Sleep and led into the full program. WK 1, the tracking task, was 
designed to provide an indication o f  the alertness or vigilance of the subject, while 
WK2 was designed to provide an alternative work task of a more intellectual, clerical, 
or manual nature. It should be noted that these two activities provided no differential 
consequences for the subject for varying degrees of proficiency or accuracy. 
The difficulty of the tracking task remained constant throughout the experiment, 
Initially, the subject had been required to earn 150 points on the basis of accuracy, 
and was also required to remain in the activity for at least 30 minutes. In the 
beginning of the experiment, the subject reqiPEred approximately 30 minutes or more 
for the completion of the tracking task, although subsequently, with continued practice 
and with a reduction of the required number of points from 150 to 100 on day 10, the 
subject was able to complete the tracking activity with approximately 15 minutes of 
continued effort. The subject's accuracy on this task remained near perfect for the 
duration of the experiment, followfng this idtical acquisiticn period. During the 
course of the experiment, the subject began to make use of his excess time in W K l  
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by composing hand-written notes which were later transmitted over the teletype 
machine during the Verbal Behavior (W) activity, This occurred more frequently 
once the subject began working on a novel in connection with VB, and the 
experimenters did not wish to interfere with the novel-writing behavior by manipulating 
the WK 1 requirements, 
Since significant changes in performance in W K l  were related to changes in 
performance in WK2, some further comments related to WK2 wi l l  be discussed before 
presenting the data from these two activities, 
In WK2, the subject received a box containing various problems, as described 
earlier in the Procedure section. Explicit instructions were provided with each task, 
and the requirements for termination of the activity were (a) a minimum of 30 minutes 
in the activity, and (b) discharge of the box through the return chute. A high level 
of cooperation was generally maintained in t h i s  activity, although the original set of 
problem boxes failed to sustain sufficient interest in the subject, The nature of the 
problem boxes was therefore revised and expanded to include more historical and 
literary problems and fewer mechanical problems, and this change resulted in a revival 
of interest in the activity. 
The interrelations between WKl  and WK2 are most clearly illustrated by a 
plot of the cumulative durations spent in each of these activities for each day of the 
experiment. This data i s  presented in Figure 19 for W K I  and WK2. During the initial 
ten days of the experiment, the subject showed a high work rate in WK2, which 
gradually diminished in frequency and duration until the problem boxes were revised 
(Point A). Paralleling this decline in the time spent in W K 2 ,  a compensatory rise in 
the time spent in WK 1 can be observed. This high, sustained rate in WK 1 was correlated 
with a high output level of material for the novel in the Verbal Behavior (VB) activity 
which wil l  be presented below, Following the revision in WK2, a marked rise in the 
time spent in WK2 was observed, along with a decline in the t ime spent in WK 1 , 
Concurrent with the decline in WK 1, there was a decline in the output level of 
material for the novel in the V5 activity. In the final days of the experiment, an 
additional reversal in the relative amounts of time spent in WK 1 and WK2 occurred, as 
shown at Point B. Prior to this, the Visitors activity had been introduced on day 136 
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to reduce the stress of isolation and was associated with the possible termination of 
the experiment at that time. When the subiect elected to continue the experiment 
and requested that the Visitors activity be removed, he also resumed work on the novel, 
and prepared much of his material in the WKI activity. 
Activity Group 7 
In the present section, the results of the subiect's performance in Activity 
Group 7 (Programmed Instruction, Verbal Behavior, and Manual Behavior) w i l l  be 
presented jointly. It wil l  be recalled from Figure 3-C that a gradual decrement was 
observed in the percent time spent in this activity group as a whole. These activities 
were designed to p v i d e  three different opportunities for behaviors which could offer 
considerable reinforcement for the subject. Examination o f  the performance changes 
within each of these activities in relation to the specific character of the activity i s  
necessary for a proper evaluation of the percent time decline of th is  activity group. 
In addition, it has already been shown in Figure 3 that the rise in percent time in the 
TO activity was closely related to the decline in percent time in Activity Group 7, 
suggesting the critical importance of these activities to the general reinforcing 
properties of the environment. Figure 20 presents a plot of the cumulative time spent 
in the three activities of Activity Group 7 for each day of the experiment, and each 
activity wi l l  be described separately before discussing their interrelations. 
The upper panel in Figure 20 presents a plot of the cumulative time spent in 
the PI activity (readleg). An axamIncrtion of this figure reveals that the time spent in 
the PI  activity accelerated until day 25, with an abrupt increase in duration noted at 
Point A. At this time, the subject appeared to be under some stress, as indicated by 
the content and high output volume in the VB activity, as wil l  be shown below, and by 
a high variability in periodicity. This figure also indicates a decline and later return 
in strength of the reading activity with a stable and sustained perbrmance beginning 
at about day 50 and continuing until the final 15 to 20 days of the experiment. 
At that time the rate became quite variable, and the subject entered the activity only 
three times in the last five days of the experiment. 
initially, the number of responses on the advance button of the reading 
machine required to complete the PI  activity was set at 120. On day 53, in view of 
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Fig 20. Cumulative time spent in P.I. (reading) V.B.(use of teletype) 
and M.B.(hobby activities) for each day of the experiment. 
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the low selection rate of PI and the decline in time spent in this activity, the response 
requirement was lowered from 120 to 60. This apparently contributed substantially 
to the return in strength of the reading activity, The reduction in the response 
requirements probably brought the reading activity into accord with the subject's low 
reading speed of approximately 10 to 15 pages per hour. The approximate number of 
words of printed material which the subject exposed in the reading machine during the 
experiment i s  presented in Figure 21 , The amount of material exposed was quite high 
initially, then declined through day 55. Thereafter, with the lowering of the response 
requirements, the performance improved, until the final 15 days of the experiment, 
in which the subject Frequently failed to enter the activity, Generally these results 
parallel the changes shown in Figure 20, and suggest that the subject read most of the 
material that was presented. This result i s  probably attributable to the stimulus control 
provided by the conditions of the experiment. That is, although the subject frequently 
criticized the material and i t s  order of presentation, he was observed to be reading the 
material, although occasionally he did bypass some of it by pressing the advance button 
a number of times. 
The middle panel in Figure 20 presents the cumulative time the subject spent 
in  the VB activity, The overall rate can be seen to decline gradually throughout the 
experiment. In the interpretation of this figure, two items of importance should be 
considered. The first of these i s  that the subject occasionally received written material 
from the exprimenters as fee&& dated to the ser!b+ct's VB aufpf material. This 
feedback was made available through the TO drawer during the TO activity. As a 
consequence of this procedure, the subject diverted some VB output material thmugh the 
TO drawer to the senior investigators, This behavior can be accounted for by the 
subiect's lack of confidence in the privacy of the VB material communicated over the 
teletype machine. Some lack of stimulus control, therefore, was bund with respect 
to the procedures in the VB activity. In addition, at particular times in the experiment 
some of this personal material transmitted through the TO drawer as VB material was 
produced outside of the formal VB activity (Points B and C). However, the frequency 
of these 'Wolations" was low and cannot account for the declining amount of time 
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spent in the VB activity. These two points are the principal occasions in which the 
subject diverted considerable amounts of VB material through the TO drawer, and 
were closely related to periods of stress. 
The second factor to be considered in evaluating the VB performance data 
is that the subject began writing a novel approximately on day 30, and this effort 
subsequently consumed the maior portion of the subject's time in this activity. 
Therefore, the decline in time spent in the VB activity, as shown in the middle panel 
of Figure 20, principally reflects a decline in the novelwriting behavior. Changes 
in VB perfarmance in terms of volume of output and nature of material produced are 
shown in Figure 22. The figure presents the approximate number of words submitted as 
VB material either thmugh the TO dmwer or over the teletype machine. This data 
does not include material b r  the novel. The large dots in the figure indicate those 
days of the experiment in which material b r  the novel (regardless of volume) produced 
in VB or WK 1 was submitted over the teletype machine. The number of words produced 
exclusive of the novel accelerated to a peak, as noted at Point A. At Point A, 
a considerable amount of VB material was delivered in which the subject described his 
anxieties and uncertainties relating to his personal affairs prior to the beginning of the 
experiment. Point A, therefore, reflects a period of acute stress, as suggested earlier. 
Following Point A, the subject undertook the writing o f  a science fiction 
novel, and consequently the amount of VB material submitted (other than the novel) 
abruptly declined, and remained at low levels until the final stages of the experiment. 
At th is  later time the subiect's personal anxieties reappeared in the VB material, the 
VB output accelerated again, and several other indications of stress were observed. 
Throughout t h i s  latter period, the subiect frequently questioned the motives of the 
experimenters, became suspicious of the purposes of the experiment, and generally 
reflected some loss of confidence and realism concerning those events over which he 
had no control or information. The output rate of material for the novel declined 
appreciably from approximately days 70 through 135. At this time, as was described 
earlier, the experiment was almost terminated on the basis of general performance 
decrements and the general character o f  the VB output material at that time. Wi th  the 
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continuation of the experiment past this critical 
resurgence of materials for the novel appeared, 
point at the subject's request, a brief 
The third and last activity in this grwp was M6 (Manual Behavior). This 
activity was designed to provide the subiect with the opportunity and materials to carry 
out various creative or hobby activities, G8neKllly, these materials were restocked 
and supplementary materials were introduced as they were earned through the formal 
Requisitions activity in Activity Group 8, By virtue of the unstructured nature of this 
activity, evaluation of the performance in MB i s  limited to a presentation of the 
cumulative time spent in the activity throughout the experiment, and the frequency ond 
description of the products generuted in the activity, 
The lower panel in Figure 20 presents the cumulative time spent in MB 
throughout the experiment, Examination of the ffgure indicates that the subject spent 
a great deal of time in thls activity over the first 50 to 60 days of the experiment, 
After approximately day 60 the amount of  time spent in the activity declined gradually 
throughout the remainder of  the experiment, 
Figure 23 presents the cumulative ftequency of completed projects undertaken 
in the MB activity and a description or title of each. The figure reveals a declining 
frequency of completed projects over the course of the experiment, During the early 
part of the experiment, the subject confined his MB activities to sketching and working 
with clay. On day 19 the subject made his f i rst  attempt at working with o i l  paints, 
By ?he fiftieth day of the nxpnriment he d j e c t  !d prduced Q cmpletec! c!ay bust, 
three o i l  paintings, and a number of sketches, It should be nated that the comparatively 
high frequency of delivery of completed projects over the first 50 days corresponds to 
the high period of cumulative time spent in A@. From day 50 until day 108 the subject 
worked exclusively on a large canvas which he had earned as a requisition. This 
particular painting, in which he had invested considerable time, was smashed by the 
subject on day 108, Following the delivery of a second large canvas as an earned 
requisition, the subiect began another project, which was completed on day 140, 
approximately, This painting revealed considerable improvement in technique and 
composition. Plate 1 presents some of these MB products, The subject's skill in the use 
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PLATE 1 
no title (veiled woman) 
Safari Woman 
Friday Evening at Yussef's 
Picnic 
SalIw in the Wild (damaged) 
Western Scene 
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of o i l  paints was developed entirely during the course of the experiment. In spite of 
the developing predominance of oi l  painting as rhe exclusive activity in MB, and in 
spite of the subject's considerable improvement in painting technque, the amount of 
time spent in this activity and the number of projects completed gradually declined as 
the experiment progressed. Although the subiect's geneml comments with respect to 
the NIB activity were always positive and suggested the highly reinkrcing properties 
of this portion of the program, the strength of th is  activity WQS not sustained throughout 
the experiment. The significonce of this effect i n  A@, along with the observed decrement 
in VB, can probably be attributed to the IonQ-term effects of  confinement and social 
isolation, and the failure of the envimment to provide adequate reinbrcement for 
the subject's creative 8-0 Consequently, some of the more important sources of 
reinbrcement br the subject were gradually lost, The maintenance of the strength 
of PI throughout the main portion of the experiment stands in contrast k the general 
effect observed in MB and VB, and may be attributed to the apparent independence 
of reading behavior from explicitly programmed reinforcements. Further evidence for 
th is  interpretation wos provided by the subject, who commented to the effect that the 
activity provided new sources of  interest and stimulation for him which he was hi l ing 
to obtain in othar activities. 
Activity Group 8 0- FD2 (Desserts), FD3 (Major Meals), MU (Music), VC (Variable 
Consequences), REQ (Requisitions), OC (Oral Communications), VIS (Visitors), 
PM (Power Maintenance), and C!G (Cigare-s) 
After completing one of the three activities in the 7th Activity Group, the 
subject could then enter into the 8th Activity Group, in which he would be provided 
with the opportunity for selecting a number of different activities, For the maior 
port of the experiment, the subiect was permitted four selections in this activity group, 
In the final six days of the experiment, however, the aubiect was permitted five activity 
selections ftom thts group, This change in procedure was the specific result of an 
bamed requisition. 
When the subiect selected one of the eight activities, a l l  of the other 
activities in the group would become unavailable until the selected activity was 
completed. After the conditions or requirements of a particular activity were satisfied, 
that activity would be terminated, and the entire group of eight activities would again 
become available for the next selection. 
With respect to the delayed reinforcers (REQ, OC and VC), the subject 
generally was required to select the particular activity a number of times before the 
delayed reinforcement could be earned. The number of selection times required, 
however, always exceeded the number of selections permitted in a single trip. 
In addition, after a delayed reinforcement had been earned, that particular delayed 
reinbrcement activity was no longer available for selection until the reinforcement had 
been delivered. Delivery normally occurred after Activity Gmup 7 and before Activity 
Gmup 8. The Visitors activity was not available for selection during the experiment 
except for a few hours on day 135, in response to the stress conditions that had developed. 
However, the Visiton activity was made unavailable at the subiect's request on day 136, 
and the experiment continued with the VIS activity unavailable for the remainder of 
the experiment. 
Before entering info a presentation of results with respect to each individual 
activity in Activity Group 8, an examination of some general performance chamcteristics 
for the group of activities as a whole w i l l  be presented as an introduction. 
A general description related to Activity Gmup 8 concerns the relative 
reinforcing properties or relative strengths of the different activities, given the response 
mql-lIrmants thctt were established fer ec!chi Figwe 24 psmk the total frequency wi& 
which each activity was selected for the entire experiment. The first maior point to 
be made from this figure is  that the group of three activities which involved delay in 
delivery of reinforcement was unibrmly low in strength relative to the activities which 
involved immediate reinforcement, that is, Cigarettes, FD3 (Maior Meals), Music, 
and FD2 (Desserts), Examination of fhe relative strengths of the immediate reinforcers 
in Activity Group 8 indicates that Cigarettes and FD3 dominated in frequency of 
selection. Changes in the strengths of these indivldual activities over the tempoml 
course of the experiment wil l  be described. 
The second general characteristic with respect io performance in this activity 
group as a whole deals with the sequence of selectton of the different activities. 
. 
That is, was there a consistent pattern of selections, and if so, what was generally 
selected first, second, third, and tourth? The answer to this question for the experiment 
as a whole i s  provided by the data in Figure 25, which presents the total frequency of 
selection for each activity as a function of i t s  location in the sequence of selections. 
The activities are arranged in such a way that one can follow the general trend of the 
selection sequence that the sublect would be m s t  likely to follow from the top iQ the 
bottom of the figure. In general, the first activity selected by the subject was FD3, 
with very little competition from other activities. Cigarettes and, to a lesser extent, 
FD2, occupied the middle range in the selection sequence for the subiect, their 
distributions being somewhat more even, but relatively peaked in the second or thlrd 
selections. Finally, the group of activities consisting of Music and the delayed reinkcern 
(VC, REQ, and OC) present a rising distribution toward the third and fourth selections, 
completing the general picture of the selection sequence. 
The clear predominance of FW and CIG as the activities selected first and 
second, and the tendency for the delayed reinforcers to be selected last, confirms the 
data with respect to t)le relative strengths of these activities as presented in Figure 24. 
In general, then, a clear relationship was found between the relative strengths of the 
activities in terms of their relative frequency of selection and the location of the 
activities in the selection sequence. 
FD2 (Desserts) and FD3 ( k i n  Akals) 
?he foods awT!nl.rk In FD2 and FD3 wxe presented In ?&!e I!. A high 
degree of consistency in the quality of the bods was maintained throughout the 
experiment, except for two deviations, The f i r s t  of these deviations refers to the 
inclusion of special foods (e.g., banana pellets), or the removal of certain 
unsatisfactory items of the diet on the basis of requisitions, verbal complaints, or 
unavoidable changes in the food supplied by the vendor. The second deviation in the 
food program was the additkn of higher quality or more appetizing foods to the regular 
food program near the end of the experiment. This improvement in the basic diet occurred 
on day 136, following the near termination of the experiment. The improvement in the 
quality of the food program was an attempt to improve the quality of the environment 
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Fig 25. Frequency of order in selection sequence for activities 
in Group 8 for the entire experiment. 
for the subject with regard to continuatlon of the experiment, The intensity of the 
subiect's verbal complaints about the food programs plus other evidence of accumulating 
behavioral strain necessitated this change an day 135. The data obtained tat the FD2 
and FD3 activities were confined to measures of the frequency of selection of the actktty, 
the dumtion of the activity, and the subiect's negdve verbal comments about he tood 
programs, The presentation of data with respect to performance in the food prognms 
i s  related to one of the significant problem areas fn the measurement and control of 
behavior encountered in the experiment. specifidly8 the recordings of frequmtcy# 
duration, and verbal comments do not directly measure eating or consummatory behavior, 
that is@ whether the subject was eating or when he was eating, The use of indirect 
measures in the present experiment tssulted from the pmctical difficulties of obtaining 
direct measures of eating behavior, 
The cumulative ftequency with which the subject selected the FD2 and FO3 
activities is  shown in the m'dle and lower panels respectively of Figure 14, It can 
be observed that the rute of selection of FW (the subiect's main source of food) was 
very stable and wot mintained at a fairly high rote. the selectton ftequency for 
FD2 was relatively unstable and occurred at a considerably lower rub, No systematic 
changes in petformance with respect to the frequency of selection of the food activities 
was observed Over the course of the experiment nor were there any changes in da t ion  
k perid of special stress, for example, from days 20 to 25, during the cigarette 
experiment, and the final 15 to 20 days of the experiment. 
Figure 26 presents the doto regarding the duration the subiect remained in 
FD2 and FD3, The duration of FD3 remained between approximately 15 and 30 minutes 
throughout the experiment, with the exception of a few scattered, very high values. 
The data for FD2, on the other hand, reveals m e  trend toward increasing dvmtions 
In the final stages of the experiment, However8 considering the location of FD2 in 
the general selection sequence, it con be presumed that the subject hod already 
completed his major meal, FD3, and hod obtained cigarettes. Thus, the emerging 
long durations In FD2 may represent another case of pausing behavior prior to the 
termination of Activity Group 8 and the consequent automatic return to the beginning 
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of the program. 
The insensitivity of the frequency and duration measures associated with the 
FD3 activity, which was the principal food activity for the subiect, may be related 
to a true isolation of this behavior from the effects of accumulating behavioral stress; 
or, alternatively, the use of the indirect measures of consummatory behavior, that is, 
frequency of selection and duration of the activity, may have hidden behavioral changes 
that actually occurred (e.g., meals not being finished). 
PM (Power Maintenance) 
The Power Maintenance activity provided litt le fnformation with respect to 
general behavioral trends during the experiment. Three power failures occurred in the 
first 90 days of the experiment, and the subiect successfully avoided additional power 
failures thereafter, 
Delayed Reinforcements -- REQ (Requisitions), OC (Oral Communications), and VC 
(Variable Consequences) 
In the present experiment, the delayed reinforcements provided for the 
introduction of new conditions, facilities, or stimuli into the subiect’s environment. 
Although for practical reasons the procedures required a delay between the subject’s 
performance and the delivery of the reinforcements, this condition was not without 
advantage in that the introduction of new conditions could be kept at a relatively low 
frequency level and spaced out in time. The response requirements for the delayed 
reinfcrrcemnfs were arranged ?e awid the excessive use ef the delayed reInferc’comont 
activities, The number of responses per selection and the number of selections required 
br the three delayed reinforcements were not uniform. In the REQ and OC activities, 
5 selections were required, while VC required 15 selections. REQ required fifty responses 
per selection, while OC and VC required 200 responses per selection. Although some 
changes were made in the exact response requirements for each activity during the 
experiment, the relative cost of the response requirements for the three delayed 
reinforcements remained essentially unchanged, In VC the subject could not 
anticipate the nature of the new stimulus conditions or requirements that might be 
introduced, and this conveniently permitted the experimenters to introduce arbitrary 
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changes into the environment. In the REQ activity the subiect could and did request 
a number of changer in experimental pmcedures, as well as the introduction of new 
materials in the bn of art supplies, documentary mvies, etc. In the OC activity, 
the reinforcement was restricted specifically to the use of the intercom system for a 
30 to 45 minute conversation with individuals outside of the experiment, for example, 
the subiect's wife or friends, 
Figure 24 showed that the relotive frequency of seelecting the delayed reinfiorce- 
ments was considerably lower than the frequency of selection of  Cigarettes, FD2, FD3, or 
Music. The two conditions which were assumed to contribute to this lower rote of 
selection of the delayed reinforcement activities were, (1) the relatively greater 
response requirements per selection, as well as the number of selections required, and 
(2) the time delay in delivery of the reinbreements. Figure 27 presents the cumulative 
frequency with which the subject earned all the delayed reinbrcements combined 
(VC, OC, and REQ), The horizontal lines and circles indicate the delay intenml, in 
days, fi#n the day the subject earned the delayed reinfixcement to i ts  delivery, 
Omitting the vacation effect, the figure shows a telottvely stable rate of earning 
delayed reinbrcements, with a small increase in rote in the latter part of the experiment. 
Examination of the delay intervals shows that the delays were made relatively shorter 
as the experiment progressed and presumably contributed to the higher selection rate. 
More direct evidence for the presumed relationship between the delay of reinbrcement 
and the !ow seeleetion rate of the delayed m!&xrement acftvittes was provided by h e  
effect of  the vacation on the ftequency of selection of the delayed reinforcements, 
On day 121, there was an arbitmry introduction of an experimental vacation for a 
24 hour period, during which the activity byposs switches tor the entire program were 
made available to the subject. These bypass switches, in effect, allowed the subject 
to enter any activity after completing any other activity, but did not permit him to 
escape from an activity once the activity had been selected. The subject spent almost 
his entire time in Activity Group 8 and in TO. Significantly, he repeatedly worked 
b r  and earned delayed reinforcementsof a l l  three types in Activity Group 8, with 
the experimenters delivering the reinforcements with minimal delay, This i s  indicated 
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by the vertical line and circles in the figure. A motion picture was shown, various 
supplies, special foods, conversations over the intercom, and other delayed minbrcen 
were delivered. During the later hours of the vacation, the experimenters had 
exhausted their stock of delayed reinforcers, and after the subject had again earned 
all three delayed reinforcers, delivery was withheld, The subject then selected PI, 
TO, and finally Sleep. During Sleep he vacation period was terminated, and when 
the subject awoke the origtnal conditions of the experiment were restored. 
Since the response requirements for the delayed reinforcement activities were 
unchanged (as well as the response requirements for al l  other activities in the program), 
it was concluded that the high frequency of selection of the delayed reinforcements 
during the vacation could be attributed to the very short delay intervals in the delivery 
of the reinforcements. This clearly suggested that the delay interval, rather than the 
high response costs, was genemfly mponsible for the low selection rate of the delayed 
reinhrcement activities during the course of the experiment. 
The general consequences on the subject's behavior bllowing the vacation, 
interestingly enough, were mott clearly related to those behaviors which prompted the 
introduction of the vacation In the first place, namely, the high frequency of the 
subject's verbal complaints. The progressive changes in performance in TO, VB, and 
MB were also partly responsible for the introduction of the vacation, The vacotion 
had a clear but temporary effect in suppressing the verbal complaints of the subject 
(to be presented below), but there was essentially no effect on the p n e d  perhmance 
levels of the subject thmughout the pgram. 
The suggested rise in the frequency of earning the delayed reintorcen in the 
latter stages of the experiment, shown in Figure 27, i s  krht elaborated by an examination 
of the cumulative frequency tor each individual delayed reinforcer, as shown in Figurn 28. 
In this figure it w i l l  be observed thot the VC delayed reinforcement was selected at the 
lowest frequency. Some specific variable consequences were the showing of a motion 
picture, the introduction of the clock, the subsequent removal of the clock, the 
introduction of a tape recorder, delivery of beer and pretzels, and seveml others. 
Some of these VC's were reinbrcing and some were not, as indicated by the verbal 
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comments of the subject, One of the VC's of the leu reinforcing type was delivered 
on day 36, This consisted of the removal of a l l  standard bods from the three food 
activities, and their replacement with banana pellets, milk, and oranges for three days, 
This VC resulted in numerous comments from the subiect, although there were no notable 
effects on his general performance throughout the program. One of the more positively 
reinforcing VC's was the introduction of three old "Playboy" magazines, which were 
delivered during thevacation. The final VC occurred on dcly 130 and consisted of 
the playing of a long classical symphony three times. This final VC apparently functioned 
as a negative reinforcer, as indicated by the failure of the subiect to select the VC 
again during the remainder of the experiment, In general, VC was found to be low 
in relative strength throughout the course o f  the experiment, even before the subject 
stopped selecting that activity, Possibly the effect of an occasionally punishing 
variable consequence became less tolerable as the experiment progressed, 
The frequency of Oral Communications was also low, as shown in Figure 28, 
No noticeable rise occurred during the later stresses of the experiment, when increased 
communications with the outside might have been expected, 
The absence of continued selection of the VC activity following the vacation 
did not reduce the overall selection rate of the delayed reinforcers as a group, Instead, 
the subject selected the alternative delayed reinforcers more frequently, particu lady 
REQ, The preference for REQ may be expressed in terms of the differential consequences 
of OC versus REQ kr the subject, That Isi Om! CammunOcaf!ons provided essentially 
no change in the subject's environment within the chamber, and provided very little 
information about events in the outside world, Thus, the effects of the Oral 
Communications were limited essentially to the stimulating properties that might be 
found in a brief and content-restricted conversation, In contrast, the reinforcements 
delivered via the Requisitions activity had consequences which could be important to 
the subiect in terms of the resulting changes in the environment, Two important changes 
of this type were his request for and subsequent delivery of an increase in the number of 
selections pennitted in Activity Group 8 h m  four to five, and the reduction in the 
response requirements for al l  activities in Activity Group 8 from their various current 
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values to two responses. This occurred four days befbre the experiment was terminated. 
The most frequent requests, however, were for the projection of soundlnotion pictures 
into the chamber. These documentary films presumably provided a good source of 
stimulation for the subject. Toward the end of the experiment, the subject spent 
considerable effort working in the REQ activity to produce these effects within his 
environment. The increase in frequency of requisitions for motion pictures suggests 
a possible parallel with the effect shown earlier with respect to the PI activity, in 
which the frequency of use of the reading machine increased during the experiment. 
Both effects suggest the reinforcing properties of motion pictures and reading in this 
kind of environment, particularly during the later stages of prolonged social isolation 
and confinement. 
CIG (Cigarettes) 
One of the activities most frequently selected in Activity Group 8 throughout 
the experiment was the Cigarette activity. As shown earlier, the subject generally 
selected the Cigarette activity as his second or third choice in his selection sequence. 
Once the subiect had selected the Cigarette activity, he was then required to operate 
the appropriate push button on the modifier panel a predetermined number o f  times for 
each cigarette. The subject was required to earn ten cigarettes with each selection 
of the Cigarette activity during the first 90 days of the experiment. Twenty-five 
responses were required for each cigarette, except for the period when a systematic 
manIpuletiar! of the response requirement for cigarettes ws undertaken. The cumulative 
frequency of the subject's consumption of cigarettes throughout the entire experiment 
i s  shown in Figure 29. The subject generally smoked from 20 to 25 cigarettes per day. 
Figure 29 also gives some indication of the effect of the manipulations in the response 
cost per cigarette on the selection rate of the activity. As the response cost per cigarette 
was increased from the initial value of 25, to 50, 100, 200, 300, and 500 over a period 
of 37 days (as shown in the figure), the selection rate was reduced gradually, and at 
500 responses per cigarette the subject's consumption rate was about 50 percent of i t s  
baseline rate. This wil l be shown more clearly in the next figure. After the period in 
which 500 responses were required per cigarette, the subject was placed on an adjusting 
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contingency for a period of approximately 10 days, in which the response cost was 
25 responses per cigarette for the first 10 cigarettes in a 24 hour period, and 1000 
responses per cigarette thereafter. During the last seven days of this procedure, the 
requirements were reduced and the subject was permitted 20 cigarettes per day before 
the response cost per cigarette increased to 1000. After the adjusting contingency was 
removed, the response requirements were set at 25 responses per cigarette, with seven 
cigarettes permitted per selection. 
The general effects of systematically increasing the response requirements for 
cigarettes can be more clearly observed in Figure 30. In this figure the number of 
times the Cigarette activity was selected per opportunity to make a selection (of any 
activity in Activity Group 8) i s  plotted as a function o f  the response cost per cigarette. 
It can be observed that the selection of the Cigarette activity remained essentially 
unaffected until the response requirement per cigarette reached 200. When the response 
cost was increased further to 300 responses, the subject announced his intention to 
stop smoking altogether. However, shortly thereafter he resumed working for 
cigarettes, but at a lower selection rate, as indicated in the figure. When 500 responses 
were mquired per cigarette, or 5000 responses (requiring approximately one hour) 
per selection, the subject again announced, with increased vigor, his intention to stop 
smoking. Once again, however, the subject reversed his verbal announcement and 
resumed working for cigarettes. Under this final high response cost per cigarette, the 
subiect restricted his intake of cigarettes to approxhnate!y ten per &yI rapresenting 
a reduction of approximately 50 percent from his baseline consumption rate. During 
this period, the subject each day expressed considerable negativism, and on day 77, 
during the adjusting contingencies, became quite agitated, and threw his chair and 
other items violently about the chamber. 
The manipulations in the cigarette requirements not only reduced the intake 
of cigarettes and produced verbal and physical expressions of hostility, but in  addition, 
these procedures had consequences in other aspects of the program as well. Some of 
these effects have been mentioned. For example, the rise in percent time spent in 
Activity Group 8 has already been shown, and i s  related to the increase in time required 
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to complete the Cigarette activity. In addition, the effect of the cigarette exper'nnent 
in terms of the virtual elimination of the use of the vacuum cleaner during the TO 
activity has also been described. An additional effect related to the cigarette 
experiment was the change in the distribution of activities selected in Activity Group 8, 
This data i s  presented in Figure 318 in which the relative fkequency (percent) with which 
the subject selected each activity in Activity Group 8 i s  plotted for the period prior 
to (A), during (B), and after (C) the depression of the cigarette selection rate. 
Figure 31-8 includes the period when the response cost per cigarette was raised to 
200, and also includes the final adjusting contingencies, Prior to the cigarette 
experiment, the frequency of selection of the delayed reinbrcen was relatively low, 
although their combined frequency, shown on the right side of the figure, was high, 
During the cigarette experiment, the percent selections of the Cigarette activity 
dropped sharply. The effect to be noted in this figure i s  the sizeable decrease in the 
percent selections of he Music activity, The figure also shows the compensatory 
behavior of the subject, that is, those activities that were selected instead of the 
Cigarette and Music activities. In general, the delayed reinforcers, as well as FD2, 
were selected more frequently by the subject. Following the termination of the cigarette 
experiment, the frequency of selection of the delayed reinforcers as a group returned 
to approximately their original levels, as did the FD2 activity. The percent selection 
of the Cigarette activity returned to i t s  previous high levels, and the percent selection 
of the Music a c t i v i ~  also increased, but did not refum b I t s  original !eve!, 
In general, the cigarette experiment revealed that the consumption of 
ciwrettes, which was a strong reinforcer for the subject in this environment, was not 
substantially affected until the response requirements became excessive (300 to 500 
responses per cigarette), The cigarette experiment was not undertaken in an attempt 
to seriously change the subject's long-tern history of smoking, but was rather pursued 
in order to examine the feasibility of systematic manipulations of this type in the context 
of a complex experimental environment in which several long-term changes in the 
subject's behavior were taking place, In spite of these factors, it was feasible to 
observe he effect of these systematic manipulations not only on the frequency of 
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Fig 31. Percent of total selections of each activity in Activity Group 8 
for period prior to depression of cigarette selection rate (panel A) 
during depressed cigarette selection rate (panel B) and after return 
to prior response cost per cigarette and baseline selection rate of 
cigarettes (panel C). 
selection of the Cigarette activity, but, more interestingly, on behaviors other than 
those which were directly related to the consumption of cigarettes. Thus the 
depression in the frequency of use of the vacuum cleaner and the decline in 
selections of the Music activity and its associated dancing (to be described) were 
additional activities which were affected by the cigarette experiment. It should be 
noted that it would not have been possible to observe and measure these side-effects 
except in  a total experimental environment. 
MU (Music) 
Selection of the Music activity in Activity Group 8 permitted the subject 
k operate a push button on the auxiliary panel to earn record selections. The number 
of accumulated earned records was shown by an illuminated indicator panel. When 
r e d  were accumulated on the indicator panel, the subject was allowed to select 
any one of 100 records from a selection device mounted on the wall of the main room. 
Records could be played at any time in any activity in the program, except, of course, 
when the subject was in the work mom. 
When the subject entered the Music activity, he was requited to earn a fixed 
number of records. The number of responses required per record was 25. Figure 32 
presents the cumulative frequency of selection of the Music activity for the duration 
of the experiment. Examination of t h i s  figure indicates a relatively high selection rote 
for the first 20 days of the experiment, followed by a somewhat lower rate thereafter, 
until approximately %lnt A, when Q s;;Ssknt!al :&uetfon 5n frqiisiicy cxcwd. 
At this time the response requiretmentr in the Cigarette activity were raised to 200 
responses, and the subject began selecting the Cigarette activity less frequently, as 
shown earlier. When the frequency of selection of the Music activity declined, the 
number of records permitted per selection of the Music activity wus increosed from 
four to five in order to increase the amount of reinforcement br selecting the activity, 
but the low frequency of Music selections persisted. At the conclusion of the cigarette 
experiment, Point B, the selection rate of the Music activity promptly increased, and 
remained at a fairly high and stable rate throughout the rest of the experiment. 
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progroms 
Earned records were played predominantly in the TO activity and in the food 
(FDl, FD2, and FD3). By means of the closed circuit TV system, the subiect 
was observed to engage occasionally in various dance routines while listening to the 
music, particularly in the TO activity. These observations were recorded as they 
occurred, and the cumulative frequency of dancing i s  presented in Figure 33. The 
dancing behwior was observed at a relatively Iuw frequency for the first 25 days of 
the experiment. Thereafter, a steady mte of dancing while playing records was 
observed, until approximately day 58. For about 20 days thereafter, Point A, the 
frequency with which the subject danced was very low. Reference to Figure 33 
reveals a correlation with the low frequency of selection of the Music activity in this 
same period of time. During the remainder of the experiment, in which the frequency 
of h s i c  selections returned to a stable and fairly high rote, the frequency of observed 
dancing also retuned to i t s  earlier rote, The depressed rate in the selection of the 
h s i c  activity and the correlated depression in the rate of dancing was clearly 
associated with the period of high response costs in the cigarette experiment, The 
nature of the stresses the subject encountered at this time as a result of the cigarette 
experiment cannot be described precisely, but the side effects of the Cigarette experiment 
in terms of the low frequency of Music selections and, consequently, the low frequency 
of the dancing behavior, can be clearly observed here. In the final days of the 
experiment, there was  some increase in the frequency of dancing, as seen at Point 8. 
One of the interesting findings with respect to the Music activity wcs the 
persistence in the rate of selection of the Music activity over the entire second half 
of the experiment, suggesting important reinforcing properties of this activity during 
prolonged social isolation and confinement. 
General Negative Comments, and Somatic Complaints and Health Requests 
Much of the data that has been presented from the formal activities of the 
program combine to suggest a cumulative buildup of behavioral stress in the subject. 
This generalized stress, as seen in performance decrements in a number of specific 
activities, i s  further amplified by several measures of behavior which were concurrent 
with a l l  other activities in the program. The two sources of this type of data were 
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(1) the verbal behavior of the subject as monitored over the intercom system, and (2) 
the use of the LTO activity. Both behaviors could occur at any time during the program. 
The subject was instructed that he was being monitored over the intercom, and was 
allowed to make special reports, which were acknowledged by a return "click" by 
the technician. In addition, the subject was allowed to write brief messages for 
transmisdon through the TO drawer. The ulie of the special reports and the TO notes 
was generally restricted to requests for  health items, reports of apparatus difficulties, 
or "personal" material. Although the subject was aware of the auditory monitoring 
system, his comments generally appeared to be spontaneous and not under audience 
control. The verbal comments obtained from the TO drawer and from the intercom 
system, including the special reports, were analyzed for their negative content. 
Those that were negative were sorted into two classes. The f i r s t  category included 
those comments of a general nature concerning the environment, for example, 
complaints about specific activities, apparatus problems, temperature or humidity 
levels, changes in experimental procedure, etc. The second category included 
somatic complaints, in which the subject expressed some concern related to his physical 
health. This category also included requests for health or medical items, such as aspirin, 
scalp lotions, etc. 
The cumulative frequency of general negative comments (the f i rst  type) i s  
presented in Figure 34 for the entire experiment. It should be noted that not a l l  verbal 
comments of the subject were, in fact, monitored, since the monitoring system was not 
installed in the toilet or work room. Figure 34 reveals a relatively low rate of general 
negative comments during approximately the first 40 days of the experiment, followed 
thereafter by an increased and sustained rate for most of the remainder of the experiment, 
with two main exceptions, noted at Points A and B. At Point A, which immediately 
followed the vacation, one of the few effects of the vacation which lasted for more 
than the duration of the vacation was observed. That is, the specific effect of the 
vacation procedure was on the subject's verbal behavior, rather than on his deteriorating 
performance in various activities of the program (for example, TO, VB, and MB). 
Specifically, there was a temporary low frequency of general verbal complaints for 
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several days bllowing the vacation. At Point 6 ,  the low frequency of negative 
comments followed the improvement in the food program which was initiated on day 136, 
The increase in the general frequency of negative comments during the course of the 
experiment i s  only partly revealed by the frequency data shown in this figure, because 
an increase in the emotionality of these comments throughout the experiment adds an 
important dimension not readily quantifiable. As the experiment progressed, the 
intensity of the complaints became greater, and the content shifted from minor 
complaints to a more general criticism of the environment and the experiment, 
During the final stages of the experiment, these complaints became even more intense, 
containing considerable aggression. In addition, suspicions and verbal aggressions 
directed toward the experimenters and toward psychology in general emerged. 
The second broad category of negative verbal comments (somatic complaints 
and requests for specific medical or health items) i s  of additional interest in the generalized 
description of accumulating behavioral stress in the subiect. The combined cumulative 
frequency of occurrence of both the subiect's somatic complaints or negative statements 
about his general physical health, and his requests for specific health items, was plotted 
for the entire experiment as shown in Figure 35. The nature of the somatic complaints 
presented in this figure includes reports of headaches, skin problems, and other minor 
complaints. On one occasion the subject reported an "uncommonly fast heartbeat and 
sensations in the chest." However, in connection with this report, the subject later 
took his pulse and reported that it was 86 beats per minute (approximately normal). 
Requests for medical supplies were generally confined to minor items, for example, 
eye drops, Cortodome (a skin lotion), eye wash, aspirin, and anti-acid tablets for 
indigestion. Examination of the figure reveals, first, that the total frequency of 
occurrence of complaints in this category was lower than the total frequency of the 
more general complaints, and, Second, that the onset o f  this behavior was delayed in 
time, relative to the general negative comments. The figure also indicates that once 
this behavior was initiated, it was maintained at a low but relatively steady rate for 
the duration of the experiment. 
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LTO (Limited Toilet Operatians) 
The nature of the results revealed by the data from the general and somatic 
complaints i s  supported in a general way by the data from the use of the LTO facility, 
which was available concurrently with a l l  activities in the program. Figure 36 
presents the cumulative frequency of selection of the LTO activity for the entire 
experiment. It i s  apparent that during the latter period of the experiment the frequency 
of LTO increased substantially. For example, during the first 40 days the subject used 
the LTO activity 200 times, while during the last 40 days of the experiment the subject 
entered the activity 298 times. The increased frequency in the use of LTO as the 
experiment progressed was observed throughout the b ehaviora I program . Unfortunately, 
apparatus difficulties associated with the operation of the toilet did not permit accurate 
recording of the actual use of the toilet facility during the experiment. Therefore, 
the behaviors in which the subject engaged during the LTO activity cannot be documented. 
The general significance of the increased selection of the LTO facility may 
be understood by the fact that the selection of the LTO activity temporarily terminated 
and removed the subject from whatever activity he was currently engaged in. For 
example, i f  the subject was in the MB activity, selection of the LTO activity would 
extinguish the lights in the main room, and would permit the subject to enter the 
illuminated toilet, in which only the commode could then be used. It i s  possible, 
therefore, that the increased frequency of selection of the LTO activity does not 
reflect an increased frequency of urination or defecation, but rather reflects an 
additional measure of behavioral strain. In these terms it may be related in a general 
way to the observed rise in the time spent in TO, FD, and FD2. 
The increasing frequency of LTO's, the rise in frequency of general negative 
complaints, somatic complaints, and requests for health items, the increased frequency 
of entering the Sleep activity rather than the full program, the increased duration of 
TO, FD, and FD2, and the declining time spent in the creative activities (MB and VB) 
a l l  combine to describe a progressive deterioration of the subject's behavior during the 
experiment. 
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The final figure to be presented i s  of a somewhat speculative nature and 
possibly reflects the more critical cumulative behavior changes taking place during the 
experiment. Figure 37 contrasts the rising percent time spent in the TO activity with 
the declining percent time spent in the maior work and creative activities (WKI, WK2, 
PI, VB, and MB). A striking convergence of these curves can be observed, with the 
percent time spent in TO rising from an initial level of  approximately 10 percent to 
a final level of approximately 25 percent, and with the percent time spent in the 
second group of activities declining from an initial level of approximately 33 percent 
to a final level of less than 20 percent. During the last 10 days of the experiment, 
as noted in Figure 37, it can be observed that not only hod the functions converged, 
but that the subject was actually spending more total time in the TO activity than 
in the work and creative activities combined. It was at this time, interestingly enough, 
that the experiment was terminated by joint consent of experimenters and svbiect. 
At that time neither was aware of this convergence effect. Should t h i s  geneml effect 
be observed in subsequent work in t h i s  area, a quantitative although complex description 
of "depression" or "emotional stress, 'I etc., may become available. 
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GENERAL DISCUSS I @N 
In the preceding section, data has been presented and discussed which 
describes the subiect's performance in each of the activities of the program; in addition, 
numemus interrelations among the activities have also been presented. In the present 
section, an attempt wil l  be made to focus on some of the most general findings, This 
w i l l  be followed by a discussion of the implications of the present work for future 
research in the experimental analysis of human behavior, 
With respect to the behavioral measures, or dependent variables, three 
categories emerged, a l l  of which provided parallel indications of accumulating behavioral 
strain in the subject. The first category includes those measures of behavioral strain 
which have a direct reference to measures of behavioral strain at he lower animal 
level , Specifically, under conditions of insufficient reinforcement or excessive 
response requirements, lower organisms spend increasing amounts of time pausing or 
"straining, " particularly in early members of response chains. Thus the increasing 
percent times spent in the TO and FD1 activities prior to enterfig the Sleep activity, 
emerge as analogous measures of behavioral strain at the human level. 
A second group of behavioral measures emerged which has not yet been 
described in the research literature as measures of behavioral stroin at the animal 
level. Specifically, the increased frequency of entering sleep, the reduced duration 
of the sleep periods, and the increared frequency of selection of the LTO activity 
(limited Toilet Operations) were highly suggestive as measures of accumulating behavioml 
strain, It should be noted, of course, that these measures ore not necessarily restricted 
to the human level, that is, these effects could be observed at the animal level, 
The basis for these changes in behavior is, of course, open to alternative interpretations, 
For example, the increased frequency and reduced duration of sleep, as well as the 
increased hquency of LTO, may have had a physiological basis in terms of metabolic 
or other changes, (Some urine specimens were collected and analyzed in the beginning 
of the experiment, but the data were not sufficient br presentation.) 
The third group of measures that emerged was related strictly to human perfononce 
and also described the increasing behavioral strain during the experiment. This included 
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the rise in frequency of verbal complaints, either about specific or general aspects of 
the environment; the late development and maintenance of m a t i c  complaints; the 
increased frequency of working for and requisitioning changes in experimental procedures 
or new stimuli in the environment; and the decline in the amount of time spent in the 
more intellectual activities of the 7th Activity Group, particularly VB and MB. 
Thus a rather comprehensive picture of the behavior changes of the subject 
(dependent variables) was provided by the present experimental procedures. The 
environmental conditions, or independent variables, that were responsible for these 
changes in behavior undoubtedly were related to the effects of social isolation and 
geographical confinement. Since these were not directly manipulated during the 
experiment, one must infer, in the most reasonable way, the effects of these conditions 
upon the subiect's behavior. Social isolation was not complete in t h i s  experiment in 
the sense that limited use of the intercom system and limited exchange of written notes 
was possible; but, other than these, the subject had no direct contact with other human 
beings. Those behaviors which are dependent on the behavior of other organisms for 
their maintenance (social reinforcements) were most affected by the social isolation 
condition. In particular, in our judgment, the absence o f  social reinbrcements 
resulted in the deterioration of the more creative activities, VB and MB, over the 
time course of the experiment. 
The effect of confinement to a limited space played a relatively small role 
in the experiment, as far as could be determined. !nsshr as confinement namally 
reduces the kinds of behavior which may be emitted and reinforced, the effect of this 
variable can be overcome, as was attempted in the present procedures, by the design 
of an environment in which many and varied behaviors can occur and can be reinforced. 
During the course of the experiment, a "sub-experiment" was carried out in 
which the independent variable of response cost for one of the principal reinforcements 
for the subject (cigarettes) was manipulated, and i t s  effect on several dependent 
variables was observed. The interesting finding here was that the effect of very high 
response costs for cigarettes reduced not only the frequency of selection of the cigarette 
activity, but produced several side effects as well. That is, the frequency of use of 
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the vacuum cleaner and the frequency of selection of the Music activity were also 
reduced. Furthermore, apparently as a consequence of the reduction in the selection 
of Music, the spontaneous dancing behavior during Music was also reduced in frequency. 
Thus the effect of manipulating the independent variable was &sewed not only locally, 
that is, in the behavior most closely affected (the selection of cigarettes), but also 
remotely, that is, in behaviors not directly related to the manipulaiion of the independent 
variable (the music and dancing, and vacuum cleaning). 
The future use of the technique of the "total environment" i s  recommended 
here for a more thorough experimental anolysls of human behavior. This recommendation 
is based on the demonstrated feasibility of measuring large segments of the subiect's 
repertoire and placing these under experimental control as well as the variety of 
complex behavioral effects that were observed and described quantitatively during 
the experiment. Some uses to which this research tool may be employed are suggested 
below. 
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SOME SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
As a research tool, the kind of environment described in the present work can 
be used in the study of a wide range of problem areas. For example, measurements can 
be made of  the broad behavioral effects of various kinds of stress of physiological 
rnanipirlations, drug or hormone administration, circadian (24 hour) rhythms, artificial 
light-dark periods, and many other experimental procedures. Moreover, the introduction 
of one or more additional human subiects, with full measurement and control of their 
behavior, would open up possibilities br  basic and applied research in certain areas 
that are closely tied k m e  current needs of society. Some of these problem areas 
and the related research questions which could be pursued in the kind of environment 
described here are presented briefly below. 
Alcoholism and obesity represent two serious disorders which are based, in 
many i f  not most cases, at least in part on psychological problems. Specifically, an 
individual eats or drinks excessively, and has difficulty controlling this behavior. 
Although several approaches could be taken in the analysis and control of this behavior 
in a programmed environment, one particular procedure i s  highly suggestive, namely, 
the gradual training or shaping of self-control behavior which the subject could 
"carry away'' from the environment. 
One might define self-control behavior as a response which switches an SD 
(c dim!:!?rs In which c&dn Sehevion are mw&d) to en S a (a stimulus in which 
certain behaviors are never rewarded), that is, a response which makes a reinforcement 
unavailable. There are degrees of self-control, however, so that several different 
durations of S*might be available, and the degree of self-control would be indicated 
by the selected duration. On the other hand, the response might switch the SD not 
to S.%ut to an So in which the schedule of reinforcement was less favorable. Thus, 
in a programmed environment, alcohol or food could be continuously available from a 
dispenser only when a certain stimulus was on. A prescribed response by the alcoholic 
or obese individual could extinguish the stimulus for some fixed duration, or introduce 
a high work requirement, or some combination of these. As a consequence of this 
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self-control response, the environment could provide immediate and significant 
biological and/or social reinforcements to the subiect. Initially, very small self-control 
responses could be followed by reinforcements of large magnitude, particularly in 
those activities where the eating or drinking was unlikely to occur in the first place 
(on the basis of earlier recorded behavior of the subject). After the initial self-control 
behavior had developed, the magnitude of the required self-control behavior, or the 
number of se/f-control responses, could be gradually increased, in addition to a 
gradual reduction In the magnitude of the programmed reinforcement. At a later 
stage, the dbject could be periodically released from the environment, not for 
increasing amounts o f  time, necessarily, but to engage in increasing numbers o f  specific 
activities (for example, specific work tasks, or hobby activities) in which the self-control 
behavior was known to be at high strength. 
This outline, of course, i s  meant only as a suggestion of the kind of approach 
to these problems that would be possible using a programmed environment. Thus a 
basic research problem, that is, the analysis and control of self-control behavior, and 
an applied research problem, that is, the analysis and control of alcoholism or obesity, 
could be pursued concurrently. 
A second broad problem area i s  concerned, in general terms, with the i n te r  
actions of individuals with other individuals. A general approach to the analysis and 
control of social behaviors wil l  be described briefly in terms of the total environment 
technique. 
Changes in the frequency or nature of social interactions can be conceived of 
as a problem in the training of new behaviors and the extinction of other behaviors. 
At  the animal level, the technique of shaping particular responses by successive 
approximations to the new behavior i s  a very rapid and effective technique for changing 
behavior or for bringing out new behaviors. This technique, therefore, has become a 
widely used tool in animal research. Where possible or practical, automatic recording 
or measurement of behavior and automatic dispensation of reinforcements i s  used as 
the behavior develops. In other cases, the experimenter observes the behavior 
directly and delivers reinforcements for particular behaviors. In the latter case, 
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the technique is  called "hand shaping." The limits of the shaping procedure in terms 
of what behaviors can be shaped, and the limits for particular species, are not known, 
but are probably determined to a great extent by the skill of the experimenter and the 
limits of his apparahrs. Social behavior in human subjects, and, in particular, disturbed 
social behaviors, are not excluded from the range of usefulness of th is  procedure. 
What i s  needed i s  a specific technique and an environment in which to apply the 
technique. 
In a highly programmed environment in which several individuals of both sexes 
were living, one could undoubtedly separate out and measure quantitatively many 
kinds and intensities of  social interactions. For example, these behaviors could range 
from the social distribution and consumption of the "natural" resources given to the 
environment, such as water and electricity, to more obvious social behaviors such as 
verbal interactions and even sexual behavior. However, regardless of the particular 
behavior or behavior repertoire selected for study, the main point here i s  that the 
technique of the total programmed environment would permit these behaviors to come 
under precise experimental manipulation or shaping. Where particular social 
interactions can be defined and measured automatically, then automatic consequences 
can be programmed to successively approximate some desired final behavior. Where the 
behavior cannot be handled automatically, the social behavior can be "hand-shaped'' 
by the research investigators (using appropriate reinforcements) in order to eliminate 
selected behaviors over periods of time and to produce new social behaviors. 
The final research area to be suggested here is  somewhat different from the 
first two, in which certain problem behaviors would be gradually eliminated while new 
behaviors were being developed, In this last illustration, the problem i s  not to eliminate 
any specific behavior, but to bring a weak behavior to full strength for the benefit of 
both the individual and his society. Education is specifically referred to here. 
In a special purpose total envimnment designed to explore new approaches 
to education, the critical specific feature would be the crirtomatic educational devices. 
That is, these devices must be capable of presenting a wide runge of stimuli (educational 
material), and must accept, and automatically and immediately verify, a wide range 
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of responses. The opportunity for obtaining the various reinbrcements that are available 
in the environment can then be made contingent on the performance of the subject on 
the educational devices, Thus, access to food, hobby activities, TO, social inter- 
actions, etc., could be obtained onlyafter some specified amount of educational 
"behavior" had been emitted. For example, the response cost of each of the various 
facilities or reinforcements in the environment could be specified in terms of the 
number of frames of a programmed text (Skinner, 1958) which are successfully completed, 
as presented and verified by the machine. For example, access to a maior meal might 
require 100 frames in computer programming at perhaps 90 percent correct; access to 
an outdoor area for a tennis match might require 50 frames in French; social interaction 
with the opposite sex might require 200 frames in sociology, etc, 
Given such an environment, one can suggest a number of possible applications, 
For example, one could design a numry school or public school in which young children 
could spend several days at a time living under conditions similar in principle lo those 
just described, but modified in subject matter for the particular age level. Reading 
has already been successfully taught to very young children, and it i s  possible that 
the educational and creative potential of young children has been enormously under- 
estimated, The programmed environment could very well expose this behavior and 
bring it to full flower. Additiona! possibilities for the amplification of potential 
behavior repertoires can be extrapolated by the reader br mentally "deficient" or 
"retarded" children. 
In general, therefore, the scientific and social uses to which these environments 
can be put can be only partially visualized at present, but the possibilities for mote 
intensive analyses of man's current behavior repertoire and for the potential development 
of new repertoires are clear, 
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RECOAM4ENDATIUNS FQR THE 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 
Some specific recommendations for the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration regarding the design of behavioral environments for long-term space 
flights wil l  be made in t h i s  special section of the report. These recommendations are, 
of course, relevant to any subsequent study of the effects of  long-term social isolation 
and confinement on man. 
1 , Perhaps the most general, although controversial, recommendation generated 
by the present research concerns the use of a highly programmed environment. This 
recommendation for the ube of a highly pmgrammed environment i s  based on several 
specific results. First and foremost i s  the fact that this environment sustained the 
subject in good health and maintained good work performance at a variety of tasks 
under conditions of extreme social isolation and confinement kr  an unprecedented 
duration of 152 days, or approximately five months. In our view, the programmed 
environment achieves a number of desirable objectives. Most important of these i s  
the virtual elimination of the need for the aversive control of behavior. That is, 
weak, unreliable, ot unreinforcing behaviors which are necessary for the mission 
(fbr example, exercising regularly; taking frequent physiological measurements, 
8.g. weight, temperature; performance of uninteresting but necessary work tasks; 
etc.), can, of course, be sustained by implied threat of punishment, QC ky Issuance 
of oden, or by threat of undesiruble changes in wrk distribution, or other kinds of 
aversive consequences, In the programmed environment, these kinds of behaviors can 
be sustained, as was &ne in the present research, by placing them in early members of 
chains of behaviors, where access to the final portions of  the chain, in which the most 
reinforcing activities are located, i s  achieved by passing through the earlier members 
of the chain. This not only provides o reasonable assurance that these important 
behaviors w i l l  be performed regularly, but should also contribute to the maintenance 
of a generally positively reinforcing environment, as opposed to that which would be 
generated by the use of aversive controls, 
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2. The increased frequency with which the subject entered the Sleep activity, 
coupled with the decreasing dumtion of Sleep, produced a progressive decline in the 
period (wake +sleep cycles) of the subject in the course of the experiment. The main 
observed effect of the clock was to reduce sharply the variability of the period, 
although the clock did not prevent the continuing decline in the period, particularly 
near the end of the experiment. Thus the suggestion that fixed wrk-rest cycles be 
used in prolonged space flights i s  contra-indicated by the present data. Instead, 
a flexible procedure is  indicated, in which the dumtion of required d or rest 
periods i s  determined not by a clock but by the level of performance. Furthermore, 
where two or more individuals are participating, the distribution of work should also 
be based on performance levels rather than on an equitable time sharing of the wrk 
loads. In combination with the argument presented above for the use of programmed 
environments, it should be noted that a necessary adjunct to the procedures recommemled 
here i s  that high performance levels on work tasks should have certain prescribed 
re inbrcing consequences. 
3. One of the activities which was sustained throughout the experiment, and 
even showed some increase in the final stages of the experiment, was the reading 
activity. This suggests the relatively strong reinforcing properties of th is  kind of 
behavior under the conditions of social isolation and confinement. Taking this cue, 
a specific recommendation for the design of future behavioral environments would be 
&)?e amptificutim nf h i s  act?v&y Ento a more intensive educational program, utilizing 
current developnents in audio-visual instruction and programmed instruction, with 
automatic scoring devices. This  could permit the in-flight acquisition of an expanded 
educational repertoire in a number of areas, and should definitely contribute to an 
impmvement in the general minbrcing pmperties of the envimnment. 
4. The frequency of selection of the h s i c  activity was also sustained throughout 
the entire experiment and again suggests another activity whose reinforcing properties 
were maintained under the conditions of social isolation and confinement. Toking this 
cue, another recommendation can be made that in addition to the passive behavior of 
listening to music, the subjects should also take an active role by performing on a 
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musical instrument. Furthermore, the instrument could be learned in flight by special 
programming techniques. This should also contribute, although perhaps in a small way, 
to the general reinforcing properties of the environment. 
5. The decline in the creative and intellectual behaviors suggests the possibility 
of a similar effect with respect to scientific activities that might be expected in a 
prolonged space flight, There was little doubt that a determinant of this decrement in 
performance was the condition of social isolation and the constriction of social feedback 
b r  these behaviors. Therefore, a specific recommendation for future work in t h i s  
area would be, first, the inclusion of one or more additional subjects in the environment, 
and, second, the initiation of explicit contingencies or consequences (for example, 
in-flight awards) for these behaviors, not only from the other individuals in the 
environment, but also (and possibly more importantly) from the social environment 
on the ground. 
6, The increased frequency with which the subject worked for and requisitioned 
changes in the environment, particularly in the later stages o f  the experiment, specifically 
suwests the heed for some facility of this kind for a prolonged space flight. The 
recommendation here would be to install and store certain focilities in the chambers 
which would not be available during the early phases of the flight. These would 
become available in later stages of the flight as they were needed and earned, in 
order to introduce new forms of stimulation and interest i f  excessive behavioral strain 
should develop. They would, of course, need to be realistic. Some possibilities here 
would include new exercise devices, new music selections, new foods, new games or 
entertainment, and even new work tasks. 
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